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PEASANTS BEYOND CONTROL
iiv Koi .MAM.w soldiers
Bucharest. March 25. That the
revolted peasants of Roumania are at
least temporarily beyond control by
government forces In the field Is amply evidenced by stories of pillaging
and Incendiarism coming" in from all
parts of Moldavia and Wallachla.
There have been several serious conflicts between the peasants and troops
notably at Maces In the district of
Vaslem. where 2,000 peasants armed
with rifles and revolvers attacked a
company of soldiers. The troops fired
several volleys, killing forty peasants
and wounding large numbers, but the
soldiers were so greatly outnumbered
they were finally obliged to retrent.

In
New York. March 25. Prices
stocks broke wildly again today, soon
on
after the beginning of operations
the stock exchange. Amalgamated
and
Copper, steel stocks, Harrlman
Hill stocks, and St. Paul were special sufferers, and the collapsing
tendency in these stocks communicated Itself to the whole market.
Sharp rebounds from the lower
levels xucceeded the decline, tho rise
varying from one to five points in
most of the active stocks.
Closed at I ou est.
The market closed at about lowest, but acted very irregularly.

SECRETARY OF TREASURY
AMiOWS BOND IiATlTl'DE
Washington, March 25. The secretary of the treasury to.day announced that he would accept In substitution for United State 4 per cent
bonds of 1907, now held to secure
public deposits, any other government bonds Philippine bonds and
certificates, city of Manila bonds,
Porto Rico bonds. District of Columbia bonds at par and Hawaiian
bonds at 90; also state, municipal
and high grade railroad bonds such
as are legal investments for saving
hunks, in the states of New York an,d
Massachusetts, upon a oasis of 90
per cent of their market value. It Is
understood that nny such bonds must
be assigned to the "secretary of the
treasury for redemption.'

NICARAGUA UTTERLY llOITK
SALVADOR AM HONDURAS
Paris, March 25. The Nicaraguan
legation today received the following
dispatch from the Nicaraguan ministhe
ter of foreign affairs, confirming vicprevious reports of Nicaragua's
tory at Cholueteca, Honduras. The
armies of San Salvador an.d Honduras were routed everywhere. President
San
Uonilla has sought refuge at
HAVE SOME
ixirenzo with 200 men. Our ships LONDON MAY
FEW SMALL FAILURES
have silled to enpture them. Tegu5.
London,
March
"There's abcigalpa will full today.
solutely no danger." This was the
reply of Lord Rothschild when quesCALUMET & HECLA AlWil today by the Associated Press
MENTS UP 1'OH HEARING. tioned
in regard to the report that stock
Grand Rapids, Mich., March 25.
exchange settlements would result in
Judge, Knappen, of the United States trouble. "There may he a few small
circuit court. Is hearing today argu- failures," Lord Rothschild said, "but
ments on the Injunction set for this the reports that a big financial house
day restraining the order forbidding is In difficulties or that serious
the stockholders of the Calumet & troubles are anticipate,!) are mere Inilecla Mining company from holding ventions. There's no panic in London
a meeting for the purpose of voting and none is feared here."
proxies In the Osceola company. The
action before Judge Knappen was In- METHODIST CIU'RCH CONstituted on behalf of the Blgelow
VENTION AT HOUSTON.
interests In the sceola mine. It folHouston, Tex.. March 25. Metholowed the failure of the attempt to dist church work and Sunday school
get Governor Werrer to sign the bill work as well, is expected to be greatprohibiting the mining company from ly benefitted by the Methodist Run-da- y
competing
voting stock In another
school convention that convenes
mine.
here today for a three ways' session.
Dr. Hamill, of Nashville, at the head
BU.LSTOX, SPAIN, CELEof tho Sunday school work of southBRATES CENTEX X I I
ern Methodism here is in charge, and
Ballston, Spain, Ma.ch 25V This many prominent workers from this
village Is celebrating today the 100th and other states are In attendance,
to the Sunday school
anniversary
of its existence. The in addition
citizens are lively In observance of leaders of the denominations In Texthe event, the streets are decorated as. Representing the Sunday pchool
and everything as- movement in the Methodism of the
with bunting,
all of
sumes an air of gayety and pride for entire state, comprehending
on such a dignified the four conferences, the gathering
put
this place has
air a, number of years, which be- is a notable one, and it Is growing in
comes It greatly. There Is a large attendance and in significance to the
denomination as the years pass.
inMux from the country towns.
ROCHESTER Al"TO (1,111
"GYPSY GIltL" OPENS
HOLDS ANNUAL HANOUET.
ENGAGEMENT IX LONDON.
l
25.
The
Rochester. N. Y.. March
25.
London, March
The
will
hold
Automobile
club
Rochester
play, "The Qypsy Girl," will
a banquet tonight In connection with be produced tonight at the New Walthe seventh annual meeting held
dorf theatre, and if It Is successful,
at the Genesee club. A number the Shuberts will postpone the visit
national
of speakers of local and
of Southern and Marlowe until late
reputation will enliven the banquet.
In the year.
.
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SKIDDY-STEVE-

RIGHTS
President's Plan to Remove
Railways From State Control Stirs up Storm.

10-M0R-

RL1

CATTLE INTEREST SELL

NIGHT

FOR

$276,000

Both Sides Agreed to AfJJou nment
Until Next Monday Because
Prosecution Busy.

Thought President Will Announce
His Plan in Some Speech Between Now and June.
Washington. March 2,.. The first
of 1'resliJent Rooseannouncement
velt's plan to substitute entire federal for state control over railroads
has stirred up the latent prejudices
of the old south, where the doctrine
of state's rights is still a living issue.

w h )
Some technical southerners
have been in W ashlngton during the
past few days have discussed the
move In fiery terms suggestive of
antebellum days, even suggesting Impeachment as a means of heading off
executive usurpation.
The president's announcement that
his plan Is still in the tentative stage,
and will not be officially announced
for a number of weeks, leaves the
critics with little tangible matter
on which to base talk of Impeach.
ment.
it Is safe, however, to assume that
practically every state of the old
south will be prepared to resist any FLOODS STILL DOMINATE
NOTHING DONE IN THAW WOMAN
INTO
on
encroachment
the powers of
states.
by
the critics of the
it is assumed
administration's latest plan that the
VALLEYS Id CALI
TRIAL TODAY-CO- URT
OFFICE OF DOCTOR
combined powers of tho executive
and federal courts are to be directed
to secure full power over all tho
country's railway lines.
FORNIA
SHOT HIM
The Interstate commerce commission, they figure. Is to be used as an
Instrument, and the lately passe J
rate law an excuse, and under the
direction of the president of the
United States these forces are to bend Levees South of Sacramento Will Meet Wednesday Morn- He Was Instantly KIlled-Fa-mo- us
the railways to the federal authority
Broke Last Night Endanto the complete exclusion of all state
ing Council and Relatives
Surgeon Died From
regulations.
gering Many Residents.
One consequence of this would be
Were on Hand.
Appendicitis Operation.
to raise the race problem and the
matter of Jim Crow cars. The right
to separate the races and compel difEDITOR OF BOSTON HERALD
JUDGE GAVE NO REASON
ferent accommodations for each de- LOSS TO ISLAND OWNERS
pends on the right of the states to
HAS
VERY
BEEN
GREAT
DIED OF HEART FAILURE
FOR THE ADJOURNMENT
control railway matters within the
boundaries of the states.
The assumption of complete federal control
San Francisco, March 25. Storm
ends all this.
New York, March 25. Counsel for
Spartanburg, S. C, March 25. Dr.
Rather than suffer this the more and flood conditions throughout Cali- Thaw, with the exception of Delmas, William Tinder, a prominent phyradical and outspoken of the south- fornia are somewhat improved today, were in court this morning before sician of Union, S. C, was shot and
ern statesmen say they will resist the although portions of the great inter- noon to take whatever action is pos- Instantly killed today by Lucy Lltsey,
president by Impeachment or any ior valleys are still threatened with sible to convince Judge Fitzgerald who walked into the physician's
inundation.
The levees south of that their client is not insane. Thaw's office, closed the door and fired a
other way that may be at hand.
President Sacramento broke during last night wife and mother, his hrother Josenh. bullet Into his back.
In
meanwhile.
the
The woman
to calm the and the residents of the districts !an,i his sisters, the Countess of Yar was arrested.
Roosevelt is trying
storm aroused by the premature an- which are flooded are In danger,
mouth and Mrs. George L Carnegie,
The flood from the San Joaquin also were In the courtroom sometime
nouncement of his tentative plan.
Died From
The president says he is not so river has receded from the streets of before Fitzgerald arrived. After waitWels Baden, March 25. Prof. Von
strongly committed to the Idea as he Stockton, but the stream Is still bank-fu- ll ing in court for a short time Thaw's ISergmann,
a famous surgeon, died
and further rains may bring an- counsel and his relatives were in- here this morning.
has been represented to be.
He was operThe first step, in any event, will other flood.
formed that Justice Fitzgerald would ated upon yesterday for appendicitis.
In the vicinity of Sacramento and not reach the courtroom
be to get a judicial ruling from the
2
until
supreme court, defining the scope of Stockton many river Islands are o'clock p. m.
Carried Off by Heart Trouble.
Many valuable crops
the commerce clause In the constitu- under water.
When Fitzgerald appeare.d on the
Hoston. March 25. Kdwln Drill
If the supreme court holds have been destroyed and there has bench he merely went through the bury
tion.
one of the proprietors
that congress can take full control been considerable loss of stock. formality of adjourning the case un- of tlieHaskell,
Boston Herald, and former
over the railway systems of the United Loss to Island owners in the vicinity til Wednesday morning.
of that paper, died toeditor
in
chief
States and deprive the states of con- of Antioch will aggregate a million
day of angina pectoris (neuralgia of
trol even within state boundaries, dollars.
the heart.)
In Santa Clara valley the fruit
then the president will be prepared
The
to come forward with his ideas as to crop will not exceed one-hal- f.
JOE WEIIER HAS HEEN
amendments needed to perfect the railroad situation is more favorable
CALLED DY THE WILD.
I'limtiiiiiilnntlnii
...... .......uv.v,.
.v iv ' "
.v.
uuw luluirrmili
rate law. The chief of these is that f..luv i Kilt
New York, March 25. The call of
relative to supervising the Issue of I Is still interrupted.
wild
the
has come to Joe Weber, and
stocks and bonds.
he has hearkened to It. Mr. Weber,
There is a difference of opinion CONFERENCE FOR GOOD
"Magic
Knight" and "Dream of
the
I
among the lawyers of the cabinet as
ROADS HELD AT ALDAN Y.
the City," started today on mi eight
to what the present legal status is. It
Albany,
Repre
25.
N.
March
Y..
weeks tour on the road, keeping east
Is said that Secretary Root, who is
of boards of supervisors
of Chicago,
The company will reone of the best lawyers in the coun- sentatives
officials throughout the
turn
east o New York in the latter
try, holds that congress will have to and highway
tocity
in
assembled
this
have
part of May, and will then produce
take certain added action, through slate
day, and will hold conferences until
a new "Review" by Edgar Smith and
amendments to the rate law, before the 9th
to consider the
April,
of
Victor Herbert. The actors now apme nupiciiie ruun
,
iu imhu mui m
rw .hlf.h hv been
pearing in the dual production will
states have been stripped of their re1ireil ,,y the ate engineers
be seen in the new offspring. Hosover traffic mattersby tho
ton, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Wash,.,,for ratification
.......,
v,
Roosevelt Is getting plir,ment
!,.,,
r,,i
tr.r
,
ington and Pittsburg are Included In
,c"u'
000,000
act.
The
bond
conference
ThfiV
Atft
for
Rrft.lkLW
Hash
, tx l an cai
r
uaic i inn ictiiiac will end In a joint hearing to be
' the Intlnerary.
Just when this will gKen
izatlon plans.
by the Internal Affairs committne meat Not Being uooa.
STATE HOOK FOR DEN.
come is not determined, but It will tee of the senate and assembly on
NINGH HANDICAP OPENING.
be in a public speech, cither in tho April 9th At that time maps may
None
Died.
. !,.. In utifirm f,o thii
address which he will deliver at the Iim uvniuilu.l
Washington. I). C, March 25.
Jamestown exposition April 26, at ii,,,,......- - ,
,'
The state book for the spring meetthem. Kach
March 25.
Indianapolis May 30
at Lansing, COUMty bottrd of BUpervlsors
ing at Bennings, Just Issued by the
is to be More than 1,000 Kan.,
Solveterans
at
the
Mich May 31. or before the .Nation- - lnvlud by
the Btat(J engineer to send, diers' home were poisoned by the Washington Jockey club, schedules
til Editorial association June 10.
events us follows:
the Important
delegates to the conference.
meat hash served ut breakfast Sat- - March
25,
Bennings handicap:
EXSTOCK
symptom
urday.
ItHYOLI'lE
The first
of trou- March 2G, selling steeple chase: April
u,..,.111.v. .....
hie was manifested about three hours 1, Easter Monday steeple chase; April
,
Cll XGEH OPEN AGAIN.
NO LI E LOh T. later
'"-- I
lihyolite, Nev., March 25. The
6, Washington
nursery nnd Chevy
Dover, March 2j. There was an
ithyolite stock exchange oiens today
liy 2 o'clock that afternoon the t nose hunters steeple chase; April
out-1
morning
exciting
this
collision
w
It
ill
for tho first call. Hereafter
hospitals were
with the sick 11, southern steeple chase handicap
the veterans and crowded
originally . Hub ot the harbor between rrorn
hold two markets daily.
the ambulances were and spring hunters' steeple chase.
Princess Henrietta
It was Intended to open the market steamers
rusMlng
from
the
with All of these events have attracted
in
barracks
nd the steamer Lord War- - oud, of them.
on the fifteenth of February, but thel0'6"41
large lists of entries.
j
ne
r
eras
km
ni.
ieu
"vn
surgeons
P.hyoirom
.aiais.
rush in the building trades in
soon discovered what the
ln lauer, mumns n ncie uuu
troUu,. was and treated all for NEW COMMANDER
lite was such that the board room
FOR
could not be prepared for occupancy the water line, smashing her cabins llimuine poisoning
A I S II to-- 1 1 N G A R I A N I 1. 1 :ET.
ucckw org arm carrying a uy ner
until the present time. Another
telephone
offl
a
an
conversation
la
Vienna, March 25. Comman.iler
The Henriettas bows were'
thing that delayed the opening wasbwr , charge of the hospital ut the Hermann Pleskett has been
appointne amy passen- - hm. u..0a hi
r.r
the flood of applications which the oauiy uamageu.
i.rfa..
ed
and took command today of the
listing committee was forced to con- gers of the Warden were landed with-- ! ailH were Berlously 111; that most of
n
squadron,
consistI.
,,.,
any
being Injun
sider. Every property In the I,ee out
had been dBcharged after a ing of the crusiers St. George
'
and
Ilullfrog. and Oreenwater
slight treatment, ami that there was Aspem,
districts
which m.l .today o tak
was offered for listing, and the com- -' MAJOR
I1(J likelihood of any deaths occurring
the
art
in
review
nt
Hampton
naval
ACyl'I'PI El OF CHARGE. from the ptomaine poisoning. Most'
nilttee was forced to make a com-- i
in honor of the Inauguration
plete tour of the Southern Nevada' Washington, March 25. The sen- - ,f those atlllcted, he said, simply suf-- 1 lioails
of the Jamestown exposition.
The
milling country before it was able to 'e committee on military affairs has fered a slight vomiting spell,
warships will return the middle of
pass upon the applications.
The received from the secretary of war
physicians audi June.
The government
stocks that are listed have been op- - a copy of a telegram from Brigadier nurses at the home were taxed to'
praised by the committee. The first Oenera McCaskey, commanding the the utmost without ceasing, and!
OF CONGHESS
days call was ut the appraised valua- - department of Texas, concerning the' probably succeeded in saving a score M EM Ill JtSLEAVE
FOR
l.
The who were in a dying condition when
tion. After the first call new stocks Major Penrose
Washington.
.,
March 25.
I.
win oi couise open ai ine ran rran-- , leiegrum says inai itiuusj was
round.
Members
of
the house committee on
A onerated, but the court round that
cisco ajnl Goldtiel't valuations.
slowly, near- livers and harbors
infection
worked
The
who
have been
considerable Increase In market o,uo- - the "shooting up" of Brownsville wad ly four hours elapsing between thj
to the Mxciilh contrivs
tations is the Inevitable result of the done by men of the Twenty-fiftpoisoned meal and the development leave Washington
today for a trip
of tlie exchange, as the ex- - fantry.
of the symptoms.
Then the men to iouislana as the guests
of the
il'nnge is considered to have filled
began to drop off by the hundreds. congress
delegation
si ue.
a loi g felt want.
M
Ambulances and stretchers were In They will make a tourof of that
IIIOISWII TEAMSTERS
the
THREATEN TO STRIKE. so great demand that many lay for inspecting the waterways which state,
apI I 111 It
Hoston, March 25. Wtih a strike hours without
IH.MtlM. Ill I l
In the propriations for improvements
attention.
.ue
ON .M'HWAY COMRVtTS. of e.liuo team drivers In anj about case of aged patients this deluv will desired.
i he
I tost on
i a pld
.New j oi k, .Maun io.
pending, me executive corn- - ,e additionally harmful
transit commission, having finished initlee of general Truck and Team- SPENCER. 1'AMill is ,HM M V
Hie drafting of the contract for the sters' union No. 12 has been given
Sends Ixdcgutcx to Convention
WILL RIDE COMIM. M.WnV.
and Eighth avenues f ull authority to act in the matter.! Jackson, Tenn., March 25. The
iieiv Seventh
New
York.
.'5.
March
Henry
subway, will give a public hearing to- - The trouble grew out of the refusal Iiuilders' Exchange
lias sent six Spencer, one of the best jo kes in
lay on the contract form. It is be-- i of the master team drivers to sign a delegates to the state convention of tile country u few
cai-mt' i, has
lieved that
the Interborough will working agreement for 1907 and the contractors,
and decided to return to the saddle, and
make the only bid, and will ! will1908, presented Ilium by th- - team materialmen
which meets today in has been granted a license to i Me
ing to bid even below cost.
Memphis.
i a meeting of the J ick. y club
drivers' union.
.
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Don't Fall to Attend Big Meeting to be Held Over
Zelger's Cafe.
'llie ...nnuul meeting of the Territorial Fair association will be held
over Zelger's Cafe tomorrow
night
and it is very Important that there
is a large attendance. Officers will be
elected and plans for tho approaching fair will be discussed. The lust
lair was a great success, and so will
the next one be. The start is being
made early for various reasons, the
most important of which being the
securing of worthy attractions.
The
hit; ones book a long time ahead, and
the next fair will not entertain anything hut big ones, so say those who
have always hud to do with the making of former fairs.
The meeting will be t ailed o order
ill 7:lii', so be at the appointed place
lit the .ippointed time.
BENNINGS RACE TRACK
OPENS FOR SEASON.
Washington, D. C. March 25.
Sixty horses have been nominated
for thi Benuings
handicap, which
will lie run today on the opening day
of tin- Washington Jockey club. The
i nut i.
a six forlongs over the Columbia c iuie. The list Includes
nearly ad the best horses In training,
although it is doubtful whether the
nominators will start the best horses
on account of the race being held
o early in the season. The premier
nlaco ha
been accorded to the F.
Hitchcock pail. Dandelion and
Tangle, by the han.lleaper, with DO
Thomas Hitch-- .
in d 10 respectively.
k, Jr. Salvador? is penalized
at
pounds; August Belmont's l'on
.mil okt'iiite are well up in
l,c
the latter
in e weights.
riiii'd handle his 111 pounds with
h

i.i tie ' ouble.

Ranch & Cattle Company Acquire
Property.

Lyons-Campbe-

ll

unnnutttn

Special to The KveningCltizen.
Silver City, March 25. Thos.
ll
Lyons, acting for the
Ranch & Cattle Co.,
has purchased all of the Sklddy-Steveinterests In the company, the purchase price amounting to 1219.000 first mortgage
bonds and 157,000 second mortgage bonds. This gives the control of the entire property to the
ll
and
interests
the sale and final settlement will
lie had at an early .date. The
management in control of the
property will continue as before
ll
The
Ranch and
Cattle Company Is one of the
largest outfits in the southwest,
the property comprising a large
number of cattle ami a vast
acreage of grazing land on Duck
creek, the Gila river and at Mule
Springs. U is very probable
that the company will be
ut an early dale Willi a
view of continuing the business
as before The property
was
thrown into the hands of a receiver two years ago through
an action brought by the
Interests of
ami Messrs. Victor Culberson, Nicholas lialles and Albeit
C. Wall, the latter of New York,
were appointed
receivers by
Judge Parker. The sale mentioned above will now uct to
dear the legal entanglements by
removing the contesting element
and will give the entire control
of the company's affairs to the
Lyons-Capbel! Interests
Lyons-Campbe-

Lyons-Campbe-

Lyons-Campbe-

New-Yol-

(

CASt POSTPONED

BUT

i

WILL BE ELECTED

'

1

'.

'

i

San Francisco, March 25. Abraham Ruuf's attorneys have, it Is said,
withdrawn their writ of error Bird
with the United States sunreme court,
and stale that they are now anxious
to proceed at once with the trial on
the charge of extorton. Attorney
Frank Murphy said last night:
"We have instructed our representative at Washington to withdraw
the writ of error filed by us.
This
decision was reached on account of
the decision of the state supreme
court to the effect that the participation of an incompetent juror does
not affect the validity of an Indictment.
We will proceed
without
further delay with the trial of Abraham Ruef."
WASHINGTON

NEWS HAS
CONFIRMED RFI"ORT.
Washington, March 15. On motion of the attorney for the regular
counsel of Abraham Ruef, of San
Francisco, the habeas corpus proceedings In Ruef's behalf was today
dismissed by the supreme court of
the United states.
The attorney
made no explanation of his motion.
The court ordered that the mandate
In the case issue at once.

Rl'EI'S

CAKE POSTPONED
ONE WEEK IIY CONSENT.
San Francisco, March 25. Abraham Ruef and Chief of Police Dinan
were in Judge Dunn's court thj
morning on indictments
charging
conspiracy and extortion. They were
to have entered pleas to the Indictments, but Heney and Bums being
busy on the work of the grand jury,
which, resumes it 1:30 this afternoon,
the cases were postponed for one
week by consent of both sides.

Rl'EF

ARAN DON'S HOPE

OF RESISTING TRIAL.
Francisco, March 25. Th
prosecution views the action of th
defense In withdrawing
from the
United States supreme court the application for a writ of error as A
final laying down of arms agalnat
the prosecution of Ruef on extortion
charges before Judge Dunn. That la
to say, the defense, according to tba
prosecution, now expects to go forward with the trial, to avoid which
Ruef's attorneys have bent all their
efforts and expended all their resources.
Sail

HARDWARE COMI'.WY
INCREASES ITS CAPITAI
New Britain. Conn.. Mereh 1&
The stockholders
of the Landers,
r rary & Clark company, manufacturers of hardware anil lnhlM futl.trv
at a meeting held In this city today
voieu to increase tne capital stock
from 1 1.000.000 to il.SRonna
Th.
shares have a par value of 125, and
are given to tne old shareholders at
mat ngure. ri ney are now quoted bi
market at )5.
WETS AND DRYS HOOK
CP IN LAUUFNCERI'IUJ.
Ky..
Iwrenceburg,
March 25.
The election ordered by County Judgtt
Shely to be held in this city, is in
progress, today, and the forces on
either side are proceeding
in the
most strenuous
11 Is a
manner.
tierce tight, and will determine
whether or not Honors will be sold
within the corporate limits of the
city.
Floth sides were represented by
counsel when the application
was
made for the appointment of the dav
of election, ami the pastors of the
various churches were also present.
NATIONAL BOWLING AS- SO IATION OPENS TOURNEY.
Atlanta City. N. J.. March 25.
The National Howling association as
sembled In great force today to com-

mence the tourney for the national
championship.
The competitions am
held in the auditorium of Young's
pier, a hall 150 by 250 feet. There
are twelve I iurnsw
alleys, with thousands of dollars In prices.
Every individual
bonier has-chance to compete for
the championship.
a

EXPLODING

BOILER KILLS

THREE
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AT
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Austro-IIungaria-
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court-martia-

r"

I.OIS.

s
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APPEARED IN COURT

VrTFRIINS ARF

NS

H

Considered by Prosecution
Evidence of No More Resistance of Trial.

Nicaragua Is Triumphant and Lord Rothschild Says There Is No
SUPREME COURT WILL
Panic in London Nor Is
.President of Honduras Has
Any Feared There.
Fled With Small Force.
BE
OPINION
ASKEDJOR
1'aris. Murt'li 25. As h result of u
cabinet meeting today it whs decided
to occupy
to send French troops
ludii. A frontier town of Morocco,
gives
government
until the Moorish
full satisf action for the assassination
of Or. Mauchamp.

IS

CASE

lAf ITUnPAlAfM AT

:

tii

RIGHTS

VS. STATES
Satisfaction Is Given Sharp Rebounds Succeeded
the Decline Before the
For Death of Dr. Mauchamp
Session Ended.
by the Moors.

JXi3Z??

Special to Tlie Evening Citizen.
Vegas. March 25.
Last
Three men were killed by tho
explosion of a boiler of an engine on a Santa Fe I'l'eiKht truin
near onava. about
li miles
In. in tills tily at noon today.
Tile Victims .lie
KNUINKKK

Fl II KM A

li
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of victims wen- u ' I here 011
a special tr.iln jit.l w,l
tie sent
10 Baton, 'ilnin.:;,
.is Moan
a disi.inci of l'oi ir,ls. but the
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lain was
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less than an hour and traffic
was dela)ej only for a short
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ALBUQUERQUE

FAGS TWO.
results In the Santa Crux copper district; and the new town of Mansfield
gives promise of Assuming front rank
as a business nnd mining center. All
any
Wtakty
indications signify that the copper
MM
f
mining Industry of this vicinity is
Tke Citizen Publishing Company upon
a solid basis.
t
the
Idaho, March 25. Keen InHolse.
ttmit
ifr
terest Is being taken by local minim;
men In the new Idaho Eastern
now under construction
from
ltarber City through the Uolso minAs an ineral basin to Centerville.
stance of the impetus that has been
given to the development of the district, it is stated that at the McKln-le- y
mines on Jupiter mountain a
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
large working tunnel will be started
g
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE Immediately to penetrate the
veins at a depth of 1,609
feet.
This property has already
been thoroughly proven up by pros
pect tunnels nnd open cuts, and high
values in gold have been removed
from depths of fifty or sixty feet.
The new railroad will pas within
half a mile of the McKinley mines.
Wlnkelman, Arix., March 25. The
large number of capitalists who have
lately visited this district have mani
fested a lively Interest In the rapid
development of the Two
Queens
mine, where somewhat unusual values In gold and copper were first discovered a few months ago. Since that
time the work of tunneling has been
pushed forward day and night witl
almost feverish energy, and the main
tunnel has now cut the vein nnd Is
In an enormous body of rich
Demand's of World's iWarkets working
sulphides.
The vein was but four
Inches wide at the surface, but now
For American Metals Have at
depth
a
of 141 feet it has widened
out to twelve feet.
The various
shafts on the property are now down
Forced Up Prices.
to sufficient depth to confirm
tha
surface indications, and although the
operators are somewhat reticent, thy
fact that they are enlarging their
COPPER CONTRACTS MADE
equipment is taken to mean that they
are now convinced of the continuation of values at depth.
It Is stuted
ON 26 CENT POUND BASIS that the financial backing of the
company is now fully assured.
Cripple Creek, Colo., March 23.
Five mining concerns of this district
in
Cripple Creek have since January, 1907, declared
Five Properties
dividends aggregating over $281,000.
Have Since Jan. I Declared
The properties of the famous Stratton
estate are almost without exception
S28I.000 In Dividends.
making magnificent showings, and
the best Informed mining men of the
district are freely predicting a recKansas City. Mo., March 25. The ord production during the current
recoil t depression In railroad anil In- year.
dustrial securities and Its probable
effect upon the mining Industry Is
Found at I,ast.
aat now a matter of live Interest
J. A. Harmon, of Llzemore, West
among mining men throughout the Va., says: "At last I have found the
went. The situation Is recognized as perfect pill that never disappoints
a peculiar one, calling for the exer- me; and for the benefit of othTS
cise of patience and discretion; yet afflicted with typhoid
liver and
that it portends any setback for tha chronic constipation, will say: take
mining business is regarded among Dr. King's New Life Pills." Guarttae best informed as exceedingly im- anteed satisfactory.
25c at all dealprobable. As a sidelight upon this ers.
view of the case is the enormous
being
RESULTS TELL.
volume of advertising now
aent out from Kansas City In the InThere
lie no IKHilit About the
fun
terest of new and promising mining
Itcsults In Albuquerque.
properties now under .development
Results tell the tale.
hi all parts of the west.
The
All doubt Is removed.
financing of these mines is meeting
testimony of an Albuquerque
The
unqualified success,
'Kith the most
and this in spite of vigorous "knock-tax- " citizen. be
easily investigated.
Can
from various uninformed alarmWhat better proof can be had?
ists, mostly in the east, who have
Mrs.
Frank Y. Ray, of S16 Baca
urgently advised the public to keep
away from the mines and stand by avenue, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
Doani Kidney Pills were first
the railroads and industrials.
brought to my attention about four
Meanwhile the demands of the years
ago whlls living In Helena,
world's markets have been forcing
p the prices of the metals to higher Montana. Mr. Kay had been troubled
some time with attacks of severe
and higher levels; and both prospec- for
in his back and he used them
tor and producing miner have kept pain
results,
quietly and steadily at work in the with the most satisfactory
prove.d
that they do all that is
effort to supply the Increasing quan- and
cases.
in
claimed
for
them
such
tities of gold, silver, copper, lead and good opinion he then formed The
of
sine being called for In every field of Doan s Kidney
Pills has strengthened
industrial activity.
Hummed up, the present situation with time as other appeals made to
have always brought relief and
of the mining world as related to the them
proved that they can be depended
financial centers appears to be en- upon
not only to remove backache
tirely sound.
The losses that have
to give relief from all rheumatic
been suffered in Wall street rest upon but
pains.
He always means to keep a
circle;
limited
l comparatively
of Doan'a Ki,dney Pills on
whereas the financial backing of the supply
to have in case of need, and
mines lias been based upon a wide- hand
that we hear one
spread popular belief in the logical there is no time
of any symptoms of kid
security and future of the mining In- complaining
ney
we
do not advise the
trouble
that
dustry.
Moreover, the financing of use
of Doan's Kidney Pills."
propthe best of the known mining
For sale by all dealer
Price 60c.
erties is now well under way, and it Foster-Milburn
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.,
appears quite unlikely that any tem- sole agents
for the United States.
porary flurry In railroad securities
Remember the name Doan s and
can bring serious apprehension to an take
no
28
other.
established Industry backed by thouo
sands of substantial investors scattered throughout the length and
ALLEGED CONTRACT
breadth of the land.
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rail-roa-

MING
BUSY

WORLD

ADVER-

TISING

Ronton, Mass.,
March 25. The
Lake Superior copper production for
February showed a falling off of over
1,700,000 pounds of retlned copper
from the January figure, owing chiefly to adverse weather
conditions.
These figures do not afford much
hope to the consumer for any material price concessions in the immediMeanwhile, contracts
ate future.
for future delivery continue to be
made on a basis of about twenty-si- x
Intrinsically, the
cents per pound.
value of copper shares cannot be
aid to have been Impaired by the
recent financial flurry.
Baxter Springs, Kan., March 25.
The lead and sine interests of this
district are deriving considerable satisfaction in view of the prospect of
aa early betterment of transportation facilities for the various camps.
Tbe Frisco railroad is now surveying
for the construction of a branch to
pass through the district and connect
with practically all of the concenHy this means the
trating mills.
hauling of coul and ore will be largely done away with, and an added
will be given to the already
rapid development of the section.
The Baxter Royalty com puny is
now making extensive leaslngs of its
uuida, and forty or more new mills
are expected to be in operation in the
near future.
Jerome, Ariz., March 25. Relative
to the United Verde copper mine of
Jerome, the story has recently leaked
out as to how Senator Clark first discovered the real richness of the property. A certain New Jersey refinery
failed for a large amount, and Clark
was obliged to take the concern over
Is save himself from loss, he being
In gouite of the targets creditors.
ing over the books he discovered
that the refinery had been receiving
ore from the United Verde which
showed amazing values in copper,
From that time
silver and gold.
Clark commenced collecting United
Verde stock, with well known results.
That was but a few years ago, and it
is now pointed out that since then
the actual facts us to the resources of
the property have been veiled in secrecy.
Fur this reason the keenest
interest is now being taken In the development of such nearby and adjoining properties as the Cleopatra and
(he Verde llrande, whose tihafts are
sinking in the Identical sulphide, beds
and are likely to bring some startlliiK
disclosures regarding the values nut
hitherto made public
J'alagoliiu. Ariz, March 2.1. Since
the announcement was made ly th
ouccessful financing of the Miinstleld
copper mine, and in view of the fact
that the company's resources are now
fully sulticlent for the most extensive operations,
orders are being
placed for u very ample equipment
for the mine. It Is stuted that within a few days 115,000 worth of machinery has been selected, imludiiitS
two complete hoisting plants, an air
compressor and a
power
tube boiler. The A. C. Sweet shaft
is now down about 200
feet, and
sloping is preccedlng steadily on the
veins, the ore unsaying us high us
tlOtf to the ton.
This ore is being
raised and shipments are to go forward Hi once.
Tlie recent inrush
of rupilul i tffecling some notubl?
100-hur-

ENGLISH QUEEN
OUR MRS

LABORERS ARRESTED
Douglas. Ariz.. March 25. Five
Mexicans huve been arrested here by
Immigration Inspector Connell on the
charge of being contract laborers. It
is alleged they came to Douglas under promise to work for one of the
smelters here. They are originally
rrom vane Santiago, a own about
800 miles south of El Paso. A local
boar.d of inquiry has heard the evidence In the case and this has been
sent to the department of commerce
and labor at ushk-igtoWhile ad
vices are being awaited from that department the Mexicans are in the
city jail.

PRESIDENT

side the reports of these correspondents show the favorites In
their resnectlvn enmities to h na fol
lows:
Shaw, 617; Root, 92ft; Fairbanks, 348; Cannon. 4S3; Taft, 3,187.
The name of Governor Hughes, of
incw yorK. is being mentioned largely by those who are reporting since
this recapitulation
was made. On
the democratic side, there are nearly
as many preferences reported, though
a great maorlty, apparently, want Mr.
Bryan. The name of Governor Folk.
of Missouri, is mentioned perhaps
niiy times, in the southern states
John Sharp Williams, minority leader In the house appears to be the
favorite, but the correspondents say
it will do no good, as the (lemocratte
puny is ior ilryan and they are with
the party.

Each Make a Flag For
Nelson, Bust Presented by
FIGHTING
King Edward to Annapolis.

Will

MANDS

Washington, D. C, March 25.
Mrs. Roosevelt and yueen Alexandra
will make silken flags of their re-

spective countries and present them
to the naval academy at Annapolis,
where they will be used for the draping of a small bust of Admiral Nelson, the hero of Trafalgar.
to the
This bust was presented
American naval school by King Edward. It Is of sollfl copper procured
from the guns of the Victory and
stands about eleven inches high on a
six Inch base of oak from the wood
work of the Rhlp. The front of this
bust Is polished, but the rest of It
shows the screw holes and battle
scars, on this bust there Is a lengthy
Inscription Intended to cement the
bonds of friendship between the two
countries and between sailors of England nnd America, In which Presidents Lincoln, Garfield and McKinley
are eulogized along with Admiral
Nelson.

Arrangements for the making of
these two flags have been concludrl
by Hev. Edward II. Matthews, formerly a chaplain In the British navy.
In nn Interview with Mrs. Roosevelt
she promised Chaplain Matthews not
only that she would provide the flag
with her own hands, but that she
would go to Annapolis and personally
present It to the middles. Mrs.
Bryce, wife of the British ambassador, will do the same thing on behalf of the Queen. Mr. Roosevelt
sent a personal message of greeting
to King Edward.
The chaplain had
with him a victory medal which was
presented to one of the boys of the
president.
Archie having been the
victim of (diphtheria his case appealed to the British chaplain and the
medal fell to him.
Truffle in Uniforms.
For the past year the war department has been annoyed by the growing traffic in army uniforms and efforts ure now being put forth to end
this practice which is costing the
government not only large sums of
money, but in bringing the uniform
Into bad repute.
After these uniforms are sold by the men It is Impossible to trace them and any evil
deeds committed by the wearers are
naturally charged up against Uncle
Barn's soldiers.
Last week advices were received
from Atlanta that four pawnshops
of that city had been raidr1 by a
military detachment under an army
officer from Fort McPherson. A
number of garments, Including overcoats, which had been pawned by
newly enlisted men, were seized and
the military authorities In Atlanta,
where the headquarters of the department of the gulf are located, are
In communication with the department of Justice with a view to the
prosecution of these pawnshop owners. Dealers in such goods are liable
to be heavily fined or imprisoned.
Although clothing Is a part of the
regular allowance of a soldier he Is
not permlttefl by law to dispose of
it in this way while he is in the service. It has been held that while In
the service the government has a
Joint ownership in the clothing. In
mis way the government expects to
be able to break up the business and
the attempt will be made at Atlanta
to make an example of the men who
have accepted military clothing and
issued loans upon it.
Scheme to Find Favorite.
A unique scheme put on foot in
Cincinnati, a few weeks ago seems to
indicate that Secretary Taft Is in the
lead In the sentiment of the country
as a candidate for the republican
nomination, for the president of the
American Medical association, composed of the representative physicians
of the country, is urging the creation
of a department
of public health,
with a cabinet officer at its head. In
order to ascertain the sentiment of
the profession, thousands of circular
letters were sent to physicians and
laymen throughout the country relative to this subject. At the same time
the recipients of these letters were
requested to express their choice for
candidate.
This canvass was undertaken In
line with the general policy of the
association, a correspondent being located in every county in each state.
So far returns have been received
from 1,112 count lea On the repub- -

1
here is NOTHlhu
GOOD for thf
meii-- v.
people that's wLy we stu.i i.cl
to make Cascarcts Candy
Cathartic. 1 he first box made
l or the
its appearance in 18, and the
enthusiastic endorsement of
the people has been bestowed
upon Cascarcts ever since.
The sale tori a v at- th
rate of OVER A MILLION
BOXES A MONTH, proving that the American people recotr-nizthat what is BEST FOR THEM is none too good.
Why this enormous patronage ?
The answer is simple: Cascarets are pure, Jean, sweet,
mild, fragrant, harmless but effective little tablets for the treat-meand cure of Constipation and all Bowel Troubles. They
are put up in neat little enamel boxes, easy to buy, easy to
tarry (in
or purse), easy to take and easy of action,
always -- eliable, always the same, they "work while you sleep"
.nd wake you up feeling fine in the morning.
4

Nothing1 Too
Good

American People

WORLD

GAIiS-NELS-

Thry not only regulate the movement and stimulate the muscu'ar walls of
:.
bowels, but they keep the ENTIRE CANAL CLEAN and antiseptic, fornr-u.t and destroying all disease germs that breed in the accumulated filth uulc- romptly and regularly discharged. Therefore, they are a great preventive of
i .ease, and may be taken continuously as a
precautionary measure.
The new Pure Drug Act. adopted by Congress on June 30. 1906 and in
. cct January
1, 1907, is a GOOD LAW and means better and PURER
lf.!?,s for tbe American People. We endorse it and will live up to it in
if'iKIT and LETTER. an easy task, as we have always been actuatej
by the same principles and no change are required in our formula or pack-6- e.
We adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUG LAW in 1896 when the first
box of Cascarets came on the market and have lived and worked and pro-

duced under it ever since.
after a record of nearly 100.000,000 boxes said, Cascarets STAND
the greater in PURITY. QUALITY and MEDICINAL MERIT than any
ether preparation for Bowel trouble in all the world.
&!?0,uld, bX.
reat rgument for any one. to try Cascarets AT
tl?'ur a.?d happier for it. Some people have CHRONIC
a" ,he
derived from it; oihers have tlAB- rflfss"ess " ne8lt. but nearly
Jtom
OCCASIONAL
CONSTIPATION, which, if not
promptly taken care of is liable to result in its degeneration into the worse
forms and cause great suffering and perhaps death.
Cascarets, if taken patiently ami rei.larly. will remedy all of these
awful troubles, but if taken promptly x the very first sign of an irregular.
y of the Bowels, will act as the IT NEST TKEVENTIVE ever discovered
and will kep all the machinery running i:i good order.
;v5
We advise you to get a little 10c box of Cascarets
carry
and
it m your purse or vest pocket. Take one when you feel anything tnusi;U
? nl4iyOw0W.e,S- - X0Ur own druggist will sell you the little box. under
uUAKANTY I aaoalaction or money refunded. AU druggists, joe, 2Sc, 50c
To-da-

nJ'
?JvSct?Sik,
Il,2Lwl,h
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TO-DA-

nger

class hand laundry. Lnce curtains a
r l . K V . NRIMIinriinn xiarinlMA
408 West Tljeras avenue. (Colored. )
WANTED Girl for general house
work. 112 North Will,
FOR liENT Vonr.mnm hn
II
South Edith street.
Call 623 North
mm
i
WANTED Person to travel and co!
lect in home territory: weekly sal
nry of $1,072 per year, and ex
penses.
Address, Joseph Alexan
der. Alnuquprqup.
WANTED
Oentleman-- s
second
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
tXJH RENT.
Foil KENT Furnished rooms and
tents. 413 South Brood way.
brick in
Milt iifc,MT Alee
highlands, $17, including water
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 W. (Sold.
RENT Five-roorOH
modern
brick cottage, first class condition.
120.
Lloyd Hunsaker. 205 W. Gold.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeraa avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery". 624 West
avenue.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse in
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. r . Iuthy.
IIKNT Four-roodwelling.
Kill
goou condition, sis, including city
water.
water. Lloyd Hunsaker,
205
W.
I

PHARMACY
Occidental

MONEY tn

LOANS.

(IAN

I

'0

The HIGHLAND

.las. J. CorhcU.)
The question now foremost in the
minds of the public is whetherBat-tlln- g
Nelson and Joe Gnns will meet
again. Nelson has declared himself
as being willing to take on the colored man, and I believe he is in
earnest.
The question is whether
Gans is going to keep his lightweight
title out of danger.
No two fighters before the public
today have so many friends who are
so anxious to see the lightweight title
dispute settled. Both may be talking nnd not anxious for another
gruelling battle, for It would be cer- -

PROPERTY

WeTT
boys.
On
em Union Telegraph office.
Furniture,
Pianos, Organ,
WANTKD
At once, one short order "orses, Wagons and other Chattels;
on SALARIES AND WARH- cook.
Apply to P. W. Yunker.
Kocorro. N. m.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, a low aa
WANTED-Messe-

Don't always
how
think
you can get them.
cheap
Think instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you tan always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And oar
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

(My

Life Building.

fit

quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year (riven.
Goods remain In your
poasaastott.
Our ratea are reasonable. Cali and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickata to ana frem an
parts ot the world.
'
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bide.
West Railroad Ave.
i
PRIVATE OFFICES.
i
Open Evenings.

tit

,

MONEY

TO

LOAN

We have about $3,000 to loan In
snnif ot' $1,00 or less on rral eotnte
security :i 8 per cent, .v us.

m

Corner

B

adwav and

two-stor-

East Railroad Avenue

as

Colo Phone, Black 30.

POR TERFIELD CO.
216 West Gold Ave.

m

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

m

Full Sot ot Teeth

Gold rilling
(rolcl Crowns

$1.50 tip
SO

Painless Extracting

ALL

50c

88

WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

liOIU.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
i.uo per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up, furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes. The Minneapolis House.
624 South Second street, Albuquer- -

I'OR

vj,

f

i.XS LIGHTWEIGHT CHAM.
PIO.V OF THE WORM). WEARS
THE "SMILE THAT WON'T COME
OFF" AS HE TELLS WILT HE
WILL IM TO XEl.SOV NEAT
II ME.

JOE

talnly a desperate contest.
Nelson
claims his title was stolen.
Will
Onus settle It once for all?
every
Nelson realizes that
jlay he
waits his chances of winning ure better. The Dane never dissipates and
Is taking the best care of himself all
the time. C&na on the other hand
enjoys life and takes advantage of
most opportunities to have fun.
Hut the colored man knows what
he will be up against In another bat- - J
tie.

I was asked the other day whether
many fouls were committed In the
ring that were never seen by the
referee. I believe not,
although
there are times when foul blows are
struck and the official does not call
I remember
them.
once when I
struck a foul blow and the referee
thought it best not to cull It.
Nearly every light fan remembers
the bitter feeling that existed between
Charlie Mitchell and myself. Honest
John Kelly had been selecteu to referee the battle at Jacksonville, Fla.
When the night of the light had
arrived and the supreme court i.Hd
Issued nn Injunction against the police interfering
wltn the buttle, a
good crowd of fight fans were on
hand. The English, of course supported Mitchell, but backing my
chances up were the roughest gang
of Irish and Southerners 1 ever saw.
When the gong rang we tore at
eneh other like madmen. Mitchell
realized his position and resorted to
the foulest epithets to cause me to
change my tactics.
In the second
round in a close mixup Mitchell
slipped to the floor ani 1 stood
over him. As he went to rise I dealt
him a punch back of the ear an,d
like a flash every friend I had in the
audience was on his feet demanding
his money. They had all won. so
they thought.
Honest John Kelly
told me afterwards that 1 never
came nearer losing a tight. He admitted Hint had he given the battle
to Mitchell on a foul he would never
haved escaped
from Jacksonville
with his life.
In the thin; J round the whlskie bottles and the guns were still In evidence, but their owners had quieted
down and I went after Mitchell and
finished him with a succession of
blows to the face.
.
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EVENING CITIZEN.

At an adjourned meeting of the
city council Thursday evening at the
office of 'ity Attorney Wrigley, the
Trinidad urchiteot.
Plans of the
named llurnett, were approved and
adopted, says the Hilton Range. Mr.
Hurneii was notified to furnish specifications for contractors to bid on for
tile portion of the building which
shall he uHed as a jail. The building
proper uill be of brick and stone and
ulll occupy the corner of Second and
'lurk streets on the city lots. It will
be used for city offices, city jail an.il
police station unu for a lire department if H.iton can muster one. The
bull. ling uill cost about $15,000. John
Joerns was appointed as the new city
clerk, ami. I will take his oftice April
1.
W. A. Chapman, the former clerk,
on account of business obligations ulinii left Mini no time for
the ..ft ce
--
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Slaughter

i .1 : m i :n

M.
telegraphed
ltlchai dson, president of the
I'omni-iei- al
club, from Fort Worth
last nUht that Senator liailey of Texas had promised him to make an effort t. come to the cattlemen's convention in Uoswell in April, says the
llosucll Keloid. Mr. Slaughter is
I he
sun k show and convention at Koit Worth and Is plugging
for 'h- - bl K. .swell show.
He is
leaving nothing undone that
will contribute to the success of the
Uosw.ll aliair. He advises President
Klcimrdson to wlrf nn invitation to
tlie Kort Worth Commercial club to
visit Hosuell on their trip through
ii
the
Texas country this sum-
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TO CURE A COLD

N ONE DAY
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Williams' Indian Pllt
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tng of ttae private parts. EYe.-- BUMbox
is
,.
;.
.
warritntAH. lt
print of price. 60 centsrima.t.
nnd 91.00. WVILl ISs
fsursbiunisii I'l . trops.. i ifveiand. Olii
rUK BALIS BY B. YANN
SON.

HIXGKH HERMANN.
ConimiHMloiier uml

tered into while Hermann was commissioner of lands. It Is alleged that
through the influence of Senator Mitchell, who was to be paid J500 for
his services, certain lands in northwest Oregon were to be set aside as
a forest reserve to be known as the
Ulue Mountain forest reserve.
Surveyor General Meldrum with one
Sorensen, Mitchell and others were to
be given advance information as to
what lands would be included and
they would take advantage of this
advance information to get possession
of the school land sections. Hy paying S1.25 an acre and getting some
person to sign a "release of a right
to purchase" these lands could he
corralled by the conspirators before
anyone suspected what was to happen.
Then as soon as the reserve
was created the government would
issue 'tlleu land .script," fi- - thej
lands, giving their holders a right to
take In lieu of these lands any other
public lands out side the reserve.
The profit was to come from locating on valuable timber lands with the
lieu script.
It Is figured that the
men In Ihe deal were to clear
What lirst aroused the suspicion of
Secretary Hitchcock was the accidental discovery that a special agent
of the department named J. S.
had made a report showing
up land frauds und that Hermann
had held up that report for more
than a month.
"Your resignation
is requested,"
said the secretary.
Hermann secured a short delay,
and during that time u is alleged he
destroyed twirty-tlv- e
letter books
which contained traces of the conspiracy.
Senator Mitchell was convicted, but
died before sentence was executed.
Hermann lias claimed light along
that he was persecuted. He is putting up a hard tight.
ju,-00-

0.

Hoi-sing- er

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TODRKOUTS IN THS! CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Capper Avenue.

Thos. F. Keleher

ir
Pensions!
caveats.

letter patents, trade marks, clalma
W. I. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.

que, N. M.

Office,

A

First

lh,

National

E. XV. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
nm- Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.'
DENTISTS.
R. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and It. Pnfnatf Kt Ui.
over O'Rielly'a drug atore.
No. 744. Appointments made byPhan.
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. . S,
No. 30S Rnltrnnrf on.-.-cn.. uu.
nours, y a. m.. to 12:80 p. m.; omw
l:taV. m. in a n. m
.... Rnii, fUVUCW
Appolntmenta made byv.a
mall.
W. M
Homeopathic Physician and Surreon.
W..,.
Occidental Lira Rniih.
phone 886. Albuoueraue. N. M.
DR. It. L. H L'ST.
Office,
N. T. Annljo Bid.
.,w XUgO
Tuberculosis.
trsato
. .....
nam
. ang
Elpcrrlnai
r reauencv
r...
vwnii,
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a m. to t n m r..i- -.
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 81.
Colo.. Red III
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or wnite hearse, it.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. SDeneer. T?nnma i , - n
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
dui ynones.
NOTARY PUMLIcT

K1liniiniiun

6-- 8,

--

Tfios. K. D. MaddlHon.
Office with W. r.

West Gold avenue.
HAIR DRESSER A XT
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at
209 West Railroad

her

hi

CHTROPO.

r.i,in. ' v
i

i. r.r.l

pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and InsTowintr noiia
cv- ,gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini'a own prepara
non oi complexion cream builds up
the skin and Improves the complexion., and is ffuararitpAA nnt
i
.. V ,V k. .11
jurious. She also prepares a hair
tunic mat cures ana prevents dandruff and hair fallfnar
life to dead hair; remove
moles.
wans ana superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure unit nim.
pie cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations
are purely vegetable
...
compounds, lliva int
brator machine for treatment ot
scai p. race and cure of wrinkles,
it
is also used for rheumatism, palm
and massage.
o
FEE'S PEERLEBR Hnucmix
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DEVOES READY PAINT
Department of the interior. Land Of- One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet
i
r e, xsew Mexico.
fALilHETTO
ROOF PAINT
Feb. 88, 1907.
Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
notice of hia Intention to make final
408 Wtt Ksllnad Avtuu
nve-yeproof in support
his
claim, viz: Homestead Entrv of
No.
made December 31. 1901. for
lne,the SKW SWK and lot 5, Sec. 6.
and NE
NW
and lots 1 and 2
and that said proof will be made before H. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court

sts

JAP-A-LA-

0,

Elks'- Opera House
Monday and Tuesday

March 25 and 26

April 6, 1907.

llieiv

He it Coming
Be Prepared For Him

un-fcb-

lM-v-

Prices

-

. 50c, 75c, $1.00

.n

M.

MANUEL

Hans Hanson

N. M..

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of. the
land,
Francisco fiarcia, Lus Martin. viz:
Atl- I'm "m,""'. an1 'ana-dHerrera. all of
.

Savtnl Her Son's Life.
The happiest mother in the little
town of Ava, Mo., Is Mrs. S. Kuppee.
She writes:
"Ono year ago my son
was down with such serious lung
trouble that our physician was
Se.itK on v,,;t. ,,t
Matson
to help him: when, by our
druggist's advice 1 began giving him store Saturday. March 2Srd.
Dr. King's New lJlscov.'ry, and 1
1
soon noticed improvement.
kept
this treatment up for a few weeks
when he was perfectly well. He has
I lie Hans
liaiisam
worked steadily since at carpente liE'li-tia.coiiiiiunv are
-,
King's New Discovery
work.
entertainer, unci is lite
lr.
saved
liU
life." Guaranteed best Ix'Nt coiiaii) Hint will HpM'sr here
cough und cold cure by all dealers. Hits wason.
00c and li 00. Trial bottle free.

Take LAXATIVE BHUMO Quinine
kpkimj
i.r:;.irrr
Tablets. Druggists refund money If HItiik
NT ON i:HTII. ONl,Y $5, (iUAIt-AVI'r'.U falla to cure.
H. W. GROVE'S
TKN YtUAIUS. FITTREI.I,E
signature U on aacb box. 25c.
i l ll.Mll HE CO., tOL4 AGENTS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
N. W., Washington. D. C.
.Ul.u patents,
copyrights,

mwk ouiidlng.

SALE..

FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
B. F. COPP,
FOR SALK At a sacrifice, type
ROOM 12, N. T. ARM I JO BLDG.
writer; good as new: must be sold
for cash only.
Address Hard up,
care rn;ffn omoe
RINGER
HERMANN
FIGHTS For SALIC I have a car of fine two.
Inch maple and elm trees coming.
Will have a few extra ones.
M. I'.
Stamm, Terrace Addition.
HARD .AGAINST GOVERN- FOR SALE At the "Variety"
you
win nnu nne home made bread, 6c
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked
T
beans, soup and other good things
strictly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 60 South Arno St.
mi Sale the Claude Glrard
Special Correspondence.
property on Mountain road, first
Washington, D. C, March 25.
government's
The
house west of acequla, near Sixprosecuting officers are trying hard to send to Jail
teenth street. Inquire on premises
Hlnger Hermann,
of
or at 300 North Proadway.
public lands, and member of congress
cm i . n
from Oregon. Hesldes the case which
hns been on trial In Washington. 11. FOUND Eastern Star pin.
Owner
C , there are indictments and prosecu
Mijr iiclc zume oy caning
at mis
. . .
1
1
tions waning ror him at home.
;'5"'upa'iiK ior tnis notice
Hermann is one of half a dozen
The News No Dure rilk rnnrh
prominent men charged with con
spiracy to defraud the government, laws would be needed, if nil rnnh
and Hermann is the only big fish cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure la and has been for 9.0
that has so far escaped the net.
The conspiracy of which Hermann The national law now requires that If
Is accused is said to have been en- - any poisons enter into a cough mixture, it must be nrinted on tha lahat
or package. For this reason mothers,
and others, should Insist on having
ur. bnoop s cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. ShoOD's labels and
none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And It's not only
safe, but it Is said to be by those that
snow it Dest, a truly remarkable
cough remedy. Take no chance, particularly with your children. Insist on
having Dr. ShooD's Courh Cure fnm- pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
with others and see No poison marks
there. You can always be on the safe
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
other. Sold by all druggists.

7

LAWYERS.

R. OTERO.

Register,

will be a regular meeting of
o
WoiUetl Like a Cliarm.
Mr. I). N. Walker, editor of that
spicy journal, the Enterprise. Louisa.
Va.. says: "I ran a nail In my foot

last week and at once applied Ruck-le- n
s Arnica Salve.
No inflammation
followed; the salve simply healed the
wound." Heals every sore, burn and
skin disease. Guaranteed
a: all
dealers. 25c.

Reduced
Railway Rates
To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Office, 113 West Railroad avenue.

only member of American Ticket lirukers' Association in Albuquerque. N. M.
Correspondence
solicited.
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DEEPENING MYSTERY IN MARVIN KIDNAPING MAY

Our Prices

MAKE GASE RIVAL CELEBRATED GUILD ROBBERIES
BE TRIED FOR
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are right
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Sharp Superintended Killing of Warren Middleton
In 1905 May be
Driving of Last Spike on
Avenged.

'hiirln' Vorhcn In a lrtter tn The
lAeMnn Oitlisen, dateil Kpris, N". M.,
M.rch 20, Hays:
Llnp
a connected today between
rail
Vaughn anil Texico. rompletlnx
connection on the Kastern railway of
New Mexico between Helen ami Tex-ieThe hi nhnvel cut at Tarnero
will be. finished April 19th, at whieh
time work will be completed on the
western division, 150 mllen east of
Klo Pucrco. llnlnnce of work will be
rushed, completed and ready to turn
over to the operating department by
June 1st, 1907, barring accidents or
unforseen delays. Ideal weather for
railroad works prevails and a record
is beinK made. Mr. Sharp of the C.
H. Sharp Construction company, who
was on the Kround to superintend the
driving of the last spike, connecting
the line, returns to Knnsus 1ty

Special to The Kvening Citizen.
lUton. N. M . March 25. Thomas
W. Middleton. the father of Warren
Middlcton, who was shot and killed
on Cook avenue In this city by Cabe
Adams In October, 1905, Is In the city
to be present at the trial of the mur
Mr. Middleton expects his
derer.
son's wife, Mrs. Eva Middleton, next
week, or us soon as It Is known when
the case will be called
Mrs. Middleton will bring with her
Middleton,
her infant son, Warren
born since the last trial of this case.
step-fathof Kva MidHud Lee. the
dleton, who "toted on both shoulders'" during the previous trial, will
not be subpoenaed by the territory
nor paid by it, as was the case before.
Hitson. the Tucumcarl lawyer, who
testified In the case and who secured
Kva Mlddleton's divorce from Cube
Adams, will likely make a poorer
witness, If such a thing Is possible,
than before, as he lias been discredited publicly by being called to Santa
Fe to show why he should not be disbarred f.r unprofessional conduct a.
a lawyer.
Next to Eva Middleton herself, the
best witness for the prosecution was
the father of her dead husband.
Thomas Middleton. His Blmple atory
of the old pioneer days when he and
Adams were neighbors, and his narration of the whole truth as ha knew
it concerning the life of his son and
Kva Middleton, was honest and pathetic and rang with sincerity.
Mr. Middleton is less cast down
than before and shows that time has
smoothed the way a little for him.
He looks well and believes firmly that
a conviction of the slayer of his son
will be the result of this trial.

o.

H.
The field headquarters of the
Slmrp Omstrurtion company Is beliiR
moved from Kprls to Sunnyside. N.
M.
The telegraph address will be
Texico.

FIFTY YEARS A CONVICI
LOVES

FLOWERS

l By XV. 1C. Ilrlsns.)
Sirf'cial Correspondence.
Detroit. Mich., March 25. John M.

Warren, convict In the state's prison
Wethersfield. near here, will celebrate his "golden anniversary" next
December.
forsooth!
His golden anniversary,
Golden anniversary of his IncarceraFifty years
tion In a penitentiary!
of life behind cold, barred walls!
This poor old man has spent a longer period In prison than any other
living convict in the United States.
When the correspondent
of The
Evening Citizen visited Wethersfield,
he found Warren, old and grizzled,
his stripes covered with a coarse coat,
at work In the front prison yard at
work that he calls his greatest pleasure. He was brushing the snow away
from the flower beds to see how the
bulbs and plants had fared from the
winter frost.
There will be Joy In that old- face when the first bud
peeps out at John Warren!
The old man does not talk readily.
In a kindly tone,
&t

care-wrinkl-

half-haltin-

er

NOVEL

HE WROTE

11

Special Correspondence.
Hartford, Conn., March 25. John
Hlgglns, serving a life sentence ii
Jackson prison for the murder of
Lafayette Iadd in Adrian In 1897
has made application for a pardon
on the claim that his conviction was
secured through the wrongful Inter
pretation given to a story called "A
Life for a Life," which he wrote, and
which was used by the prosecuting
attorney at his trial as a confession
The story told of a boy who en
tered a career of crime, which wound
up with a murder, similar to the
killing of Ladd, who lost his life

'
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All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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Dover, Dal., March 25. As the dismal days come an,d go the seemingly
Impenetrable mystery In the disappearance of little Horace
grows deeper. And the army Marvin
of astute detectives on the case, severnl of
them masters of crime and hidden
circumstances, admit that they are
utterly bariled.
It Is an astonishing fact that these
detectives, together with the police
machinery of all the principal cities
In the United States, the famed I'lnk-erto- n
detective agency and a host of
amateur sleuths, have failed to develop one single distinct clew to the
missing boy's whereabouts since the
search was begun on March 4.
What ;dld happen to little Horace
Marvin when he passed from the
eyes of his now sorrowing father for
the last time? It Is a question that
may never be answered.
And from
present indications the case will go
down as rivaling all other kidnaping
mysteries in the history of the country,
Charley Rrewster
Ross,
whose
case Is a classic in criminal annals,
was exactly the same age as the Marvin boy when he disappeared from
the home of his father, Christian
Koss, Washington lane, Germantown,
fu., July 1, 1S74.
He Is now generally believed to
have been stolen from his home, al

though kidnaping was not ut first
suspected. Itoss reported the loss of
the child to the Philadelphia police.
He had hopes of the safe return of
Charley up to July 6. Then he received a letter demanding $20,000,
conditional on the safe return of the
boy.
The police set out to capture
the kidnapers. From all parts of the
country boys who looked like Charley
One after an-- j
Itoss were reported.
other, they w ere shown to be other
children.
On December 14, the Hume year,
the tirst real clews were found. That
night two men committed a burglary
in the Bayside district of Brooklyn.
Their names were Wm. Mustier and
Jas. Douglas. lloth men died from
wounds received In trying to escape
from the police. Before dying, Douglas confessed that he and Mosher had
kldnnpe,d Charly Itoss. Search was
renewed for their fellow conspirators,
and Wm. Westervelt, brother-in-laof Mosher, was arrested.
He
was
finally convicted as accessory after
the crime and was sentenced to seven
years' Imprisonment. No trace of the
boy ever was found, and it Is now believed by the Philadelphia police that
the kidnapers, in fear, murdered the
boy to get him off their hands. Horace Marvin, the lost boy's father, is
in great fear lest the kidnapers of his
son be driven to some such idesperate
act by too strenuous police uctlon.
Another great American kidnaping case that aroused the nation was
when Kdward Cudahy,
son of the millionaire packer of Oma
ah, was stolen on Deceber IS, 1900.
He was kept In confinement for 24
hours. The kidnapers communicated
with his father by letter, demanding
IL'5,000 In gold coin, and threatened
that unless the money should be
forthcoming they would burn out the

3000000O0OO0O

JOIIX WAWIKX,
He lias Iteen a Convict
Tlian Any Other Prisoner In th
ted States.

Uni-

he spoke a few words to me about
his long, weary years as a prisoner.
"I do not have any sorrows here,"
he said, "nor any Joys, either, like
the people outside. I don't have any
privations or any bad luck and I am
never sick, so it is not so hard.
"I feel differently than I did when
I came in here, and I know I shall
be free before I die. The governor
will pardon me, or something will
happen I know It The keepers ask
me where the order will come from
to set me free, but I do not know
anything about it except that I will
be free.
'They say I am a good prisoner
now, and I think I am, too.
"The flowers in this garden interest me very much. I love them. I
have charge of all the garden here
now. When 1 get out I am going to
earn my living as a gardener or
tlorist, and 1 have been studying
botany for years. I don't know when
this will be, but I am sure that it
is coming."
Warren Is a "trusty" and has the
freedom of the prison grounds. He
was twenty-on- e
when he came here
in 1857.
His extreme youth alone
saved him from a death sentence, for
in a fit of Jealously he killed his
e
by holding her head under
water in a brook until she was dead.
Twice he tried to escape and both
times was captured.
The last time
was twenty-on- e
years ago.
This winter his application for par-'lo- n
went before the state board of
pardons, but it was refused.
girl-wif-

"Un't

"Yes.

A

Woman'

llrason.
understand her husband

Mrs. Itlimber aging rapidly?"
I

her J1.000 every birthday."

JOIIX M. HIGGINS.
Whose Story Was ised
wtgainst J urn in Murder Trial.

convict

while defending himself from a burglar.
After the crime the murderor fled,
but stopped to rescue a little girl
about to fall into a river. His pursuers came up and captured him.
"It's a life for a life," he exclaimed.
I saved the little one, but 1 am
myself doomed."
Hlgglns now produces proof that
the story was written In 1895, two
years before the murder, while Hlgglns was In prison for burglary.
Hifffirins wil arrpntMil in TnUt
convicted of the murder through clt- cumsianuui evidence, aided by a bad
record and the telltale story. He is
Well educated, and ha Annimiilntoil
considerable money while in prison.
it ne gets out ne will marry Mrs.
Trace Bucklyn, a divorced woman of
Albion, who made his acquaintance
while doing missionary work in the
prison, and who has since been the
most active agent in working for hl
release.
o

In Many Cane.
"The scientists propose to try to
weigh murderers' souls."
"They'll need some very sensitive
.'Tales, I'm thinking."

A UNIVERSAL

CATARRH BLOOD DISEASE
Catarrh is usually worse in Winter, because of the cold, ilamp and
uddenly changing climate. Colds are contracted, and neglected and as the
accretions from the different inflamed membranes are absorbed into the blood
the unpleasant symptoms of the disease commence.
The nostrils are
topped up and a constant dropping of mucous back iuto the throat keeps
up a continual luwking and spitting. The patient has dull headaches,
ringing noises in tneears, and often slight fever and a depressed, half-sicfeeling accompanies the disease. The blood becomes so fully charged with
catarrhal matter that stomach troubles are brought on, the kidneys and
bladder are affected, and if the blood is not purified of the poison the lungi
become diseased because of the constant passage of impure blood through
them
CaUrrh cannot le cured with washes, sprays, inhalations and sutli
treatn:cr.t : these cannot reach the poison-ladeblood where the real cause IS
located, and can only give temporary relief
and comfort. A disease which affects the
entire blood supply as does Catarrh, must
be treated with a blood purifier.
S. S. S.
is the I est remedy for Catarrh, which has
prown to be a universal disease. It goes M
the bottom of the trouble, rids the blood of
PURELY VEGETABLE
" catarrhal matter, teinvignrates the
and cures tins disgusting disease permanently. When S. S. S. has
i jnfied the blood every part of the
svsteiu receives a snnr.lv rJ
beaMhy Mood then the inflamed membranes heal and every symptom
.,t.i:th lasses away. Write for our book containing information aboutof
any medical advice you desire. No charge is made tor
.,t.i!!h, au 1 ak
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
k
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LIFE TERM

Commercial Printing

Hariri g Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latent Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

JT--

C. H.

Wednesday.

is right
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MURDER

NECTED OP

Our Work

1

are on Wall street!)
I agreed to that wish all the enthusiasm of a United States senator
voting against a railroad.
The details are quite unnecessary.
Looking over my hand. I saw all the
aces in the deck. Backing them
were the king, queen and Jack of
hearts, the king of diamonds, the
queen of spades. 1 do not recall the
A Tinicloc
Two footpads took a watch,
other cards. I was playing mental
Two footpads bad and bold,
tributes to Mrs. Feender's skill as a
dealer and wondering why her husAnd were appalled to realize
band worked, when I was aroused
Ten years as time it told.
by Feender's saying:
"When your
partner bridges It you have a chance
Jarred Him.
A purist he,
to make the trump."
A rustic she.
"Hearts," I said, exultantly, and
When she did say
dropped my hand.
In artless way:
I never saw anything quite like It.
'Yes, Harold, I am yourn.
Mrs. Feender spoke without notes
expecting a few high ones. I have
I "us It On.
always been glad for her sake that
Let us forego the "lemon" as
I never could remember everything
A phrase which should be dead.
she said, but for a few minutes she
And hand to those we do not like, certainly did throw language,
to say
A grape fruit now instead.
nothing of chairs. I am sincere when
I say that If David Belasco had seen
"Stingy! He's the stingiest man In and heard her ho never would have
town! Can you imagine a
d
spent any time In training ' Mr
man asking him for a crust of Carter.
Honestly, she made Bern
bread?"
look like a demonstrator in a
"Yes, but 1 can't imagine the man hardt
drug store window.
getting it."
And I understand just what Feender means now when, asking him
They're Off!
why ho does not do this or that, he
Spring is a cinch for the poet:
replies. "My wife won't let me."
Birds sing.
Vines cling.
Under tlio lalsle.
Bees wing.
I have Just been learning the lesson
Everything,
of
life.
As you nny see, gwi .o
it.
The sad, sad lesson of loving.
And all of Its powers for pleasure or
Sluing is a cinch for iiie poet!
pain,
play.
Been slowly and sadly proving:
Hens lay,
And all that is left of the bright,
Nags neigh.
bright dream.
Cinch, hey?
With its
brilliant phases,
Sure! And how w.il he ;lo.h know Is a handful thousand
of dust In a coffin h.- it!
A coffin under the daisies
The beautiful, beautiful daisies,
Spring is a, cinch for the poet
The snowy,
daisies.
Fresh sap
And thus forever
throughout
this
On tap!
(iil
wide
Soft snap'
Is love a sorrow proving
Glddap!
There are still many sorrowful things
Go ii, obi Pegasus go it!
In life,
Washington Herald.
But the saddest i f all is loving;
The life of some l worse than death.
BRAIN STORMS I IIAVF.
For fate a hinh wall oft raises;
And far better than life with two
I need not explain at length that j
hearts esti.uiged.
i am a oaes. numner.
isurticlent It is
Is a low grave st aired with daisies.
to say that when I dropped in upon
The beautiful, beautiful daisies'
the Feenders the other evening, exThe snowy, snowy daisies.
pecting to stwnd R couple of hours
pleasantly, Mrs. Funder
exclaimed And so 'tis better we lived ns we did,
triumphantly, "Now, you Just have
The Summer of iove together,
to learn how to play bridge whist!" And that
one of us tired and lay down
Protests were In vain.
to rest
"Mrs. Sharkes will be here In a
Ere
coming "f Winter weather;
the
few minutes,"
said Mrs. Feender. For the saddest f love is love grown
"She is the champion player of our
cold,
street. You and 1 will play partners
tls one of i's surest phases.
against Mr. Feender and her. Such So And
I bless my lot, tlio' with breaking
i splendid opportunity
for you to
heart,
K arii!"
For that grave enstarr'd with
As she spoke, the bell rang, and a
daisies.
moment later Mrs. Sharkes enter
The beautiful, beautiful daisies,
ed.
snowy, snowy daisies.
The
"How splendid!" she cried. "Four
Yorker's Statesman.
f us!
A game! A game!"
She recalled to my mind tlio way
For catarrh, let ine send you free,
Thomas W. Keene used to bellow, tust to prove merit, a trial size box
A horse!" In Richard III. of Dr.
"A horse!
Shoop's (ugh Remedy. It Is
we played.
When ttie
of course,
snow white,
healing antileal had gone around Feender re aseptic
balm that fives Instant relief
marked, "You play a splendid game,
to catarrh of th-- - nose and throat.
exceptionally goo. I game, fur
be inner.
You understand It pretty Make the f i ee te.-- t and see. Address
Well now. don't you .'''
Dr. Shoop, Racine. Wis. Large Jars
It's as simple aa the m w railroad 60 cents. Sold by all druggists.
iw," I replied.
"To
it more interesting, sup
DRINK Ti:X.i CARI.SIiI
pose we play for 10 cenU a point,"
WATF.lt AM KliKP Wlil.L.
he suggested.
SAI.i: BY t.ROtl.ltS AND
(Alas, not all the K. H. Harrlmans DRUGGISTS.

This
stack torn down and raked.
Pond
froten over, precluding possibility of
.drowning. Marsh thoroughly searched. Father was in kitchen of house
when boy disappeared. No strangers
seen in road. Theory that kidnaper
carried victim off In yawl on Delaware bay. All outhouses searched.
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i
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Did you ever realize what an important factor good music Js to the
production of any drama.
How a
situation, a climax is Intensified, how
sadness is made more sad. Comedy
moro comical by the accompaniment
of good music. The orchestra carried by the Hans Hanson Co. is one
any theater might Justly envy. The
Intermissions
between acts, every
climax of the piece and all the specialties are made the most of by the
splendid aid of this magnificent orchestra.

ROOSEVELT

STRAIGHT BANKING

I

That's All
vState

COUNTY

GETS RURAL

i

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. o

AT ELKS'

OPERA HOUSE

National Bank

DELIVERY

ALBUQUERQUE

f

I. I MURK"

IS NEW POSTOUFICi:
liSTABMSIIKD IX RIO
UOUN'TY.
All-IUH- A

Rural free delivery service has been
established to start from Ellda. Roosevelt county, affective May 1, 1907.
A postofliee has been established at
Lumhre, Rio Arriba county, F. D.
TruJIIlo appointed postmaster.

Albuquerque

A

FAT

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

jI7oT

Machine Works

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK CF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

COUNCILMAN'S SON
It is understood that Clinton Stockton, a son of
M. B.
Stockton, Is to be appointed deputy
coll oil Inspector for the northern
district by Cool OH Inspector James
S. Duncan.
The position will prob-

NUE

GOLD STAR SALOON
Old
AU.)utjiicriikHeer Hall
of

ably net the neat little sum of
0
per annum to the young man.
and, as It is well known, its duties
are none too onerous or Vt oppressive.
Rather a nice plum that for
nil concerned.

I'lacc

12,-5U-

Cause of Klomucli Trouble.
When a man has trobule with hit
stomach you may know that he is
eating more than he should or of
some article of food or drink not
suited to his ago or occupation, or
that his bowels are habitua'ly
constipated.
Take iiiamberlali's
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regulate the boweU and Improve th
digestion and see if the trouble doei
not disappear. Ask for a free sample. Sold by all druggists.
We do it right, ROIGII DRY. Imperial Laundry' Co.

Foundry and

H. m. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Braaa Casting!; Or, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shafting!, Pulleys, Grada Bar. Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iron
FronU for Buildings.
mmmlr oh Mining mnd mill Mmchlnory o mooolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. 14.

How to Remain Young.
To continue young in health
and
strength, do as Mrs. N. F. Rowan,
McDonough, Ga , did.
She says:
"Three bottle of Electric Bitters cured me of chronic liver and stomach
trouble complicated with such an
unhealthy condition
of
the blood
that my skin turned red as flannel.
I am now practically 20 years younger than before I took Electric Bitters. I can now do all my work with
ease and assist In my husband's
store."
Guaranteed at all dealert.
Price 50c.

MI-IT-

MIX-FIIA-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

boy's eyes.
Cudahy took the money to a spot
deslgnate.d by the kidnapers and the
boy returned home unharmed
Suspicion soon fell on Pat Crowe, a no
torious criminal. After a chase of
many cities he was captured
and
brought to Omaha, where he was
tried and retried, the principal evl- deuce against him being a letter he
was said to have written confessing
the plot. Only last year there waa
still litigation In the courts of Omaha
over the $25,000 paid by the father
or the boy.
The most recent sensational kid
naping waa In the case of Freddie
Muth, Philadelphia. He was stolen by
a degenerate, who held him In a va
cant house until the police located
the lair through information furnlsh-e,- d
by a neighbor woman. The Muth
child was nearly dead from exhaustion. The kidnaper said he needed
money.
In the Marvin case the authorities
are observing close secrecy, but ad
mit they have no clews. They hope
to avoid a repetition of nny of the
fatal mistakes made in the Charley
itoss case, ana work on the theory
that the first object Is to regain the
child; then. If possible, arrest the
child thief, if such there be.
HANS
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The Citizen Publishing Co.

Boy last seen near haystack.

half-starve-

1

. . .

JR., AND
MARVIN,
HOKACK
PUZZL.INO DIAGRAM OF KIDNAPING MYSTERY.
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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V. T. McCKKKiHT,
Business Manager.

President

POLITICAL DISCORD
The Cltisen on Friday called attention to the new
charter by means of which Memphis, Tenn., will be
will
governed by a commission, and all
How the charter was
pe taken away from the people.
mt through the legislature, and how the legislative
Ktrlfe has left the democratic party In Tennessee, are set
Xorth In the Chattanooga Times, the reading of which
reminds one of another legislature not so far from
home. The Times ald:
"Tennessee is politically stirred from center to circumference over the passage In the legislature of what
Is termed the Memphis 'ripper' bill. Shelby county hu
frequently contributed to the political uphevals of the
Btaic, but in this Instance the alliances, combinations,
mix-tipline-upcharges and counter-chargegratifications, disappointments, shouts of victory,
ttrowlM of discontent and the thousand and one other
things political, social and inorjJ that have entered
Into this legislation has stirred the state throughout.
In Shelby county the feud between opposing factions Is
now fixed as the stars and that the political complexion
of the whole 'f the old Volunteer state Is Involved is
Memphis herself is in a frenzy of
not questioned.
Jubilation on 'he one side and In open revolt on the
other, and between the two the old Dame Democracy of
the state is being perked here and there until it Is dilti-cu- lt
to rengtilze her. The present L'nited States senators a former senator, the governor and the entir?
The tight has raged
general assembly are involved.
with such bitterness, created such rancor, brought about
such combinations and created such obligations as t i
And
spread its Influence throughout all the counties.
the status Is of that character as to remain u burnim;
The
event in the future political history of the state.
lines were so sharply drawn In the lower house of the
legislature, the division of such moment, that the pleas
offered in explanation of the position taken by legislators on the one side and the other are not given very
It Is openly charged, and genaerinus consideration.
erally believed, that promises, pledges, rewards of one
kind and another have been made to secure support us
well as to secure opposition."

--

ROCKEFELLER'S
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VIEWS

The New York American published last Wednesday
an interview with John D. Rockefeller, obtained by Victor A. Watson, who rode with him from Augusta, !a.,
Mr. Kockefeller is quoted as saying
to Philadelphia.
that one of the worst features of our financial affairs is
of big corporations.
The public
the
should have no much confidence in corporations, hi
says, that comparatively poor men would be willing t3
buy stocks, and adds that it is Impossible to create Ih f
public contidejtce while corporations are
d.

Mr. Kockefeller went on to say that he believed in
federal control of railroads and that it would be the
Two of the greatest difficubeat thing for the roads.
lties railroads have to deal with, he said, are Increased
cost of labor and varying state legislation. The general
financial condition of the country is good on the surface, he declared, but there is an under-curreof unrest. He continued: "Business is booming and everyone seems to be satisfied. But there Is an under-currethat doesn't look so good. I haven't quite made
up my mind if, the increased production of gold is responsible or not. It Is Impossible to see how such a
.situation will work out. Personally, I do not like the
I do not think our people are saving the
lout look.
money they should save.
"One of the things that is responsible for the undercurrent of unrest is the coming national campaign,
which Is being reflected in the financial world.
There
U one important thing to consider, and that is that
there are probably fewer debtors In the country than
ever before.
That, I believe, Is one reason why the re
cent Wall street panic Is not more disastrous."
nt

nt

While the country Is totally unprepared to accept
government ownership of railroads, public sentiment
will fully sustain the expenditure of large sums In tho
development of water transportation and In the
and improvement of the natural highways of
commerce.
.Since the civil war more than halt a billion dollars has been so expended, but without a comprehensive and definite national aim, says the Washington Herald.
This defect in our internal Improvement policy President Roosevelt now seeks to remedy
by the appointment of a waterways commission', which
shall study the problem of water transportation with a
view to meeting the needs of an Interstate commerce
which has far outgrown the capacity of our railway sjs-terand threatens to keep In advance of the growth
ntt rail transportation facilities for many years to come.
As the president points out, the product of our northern
interior states has doubled in ten years, while the railroad Acuities have Increased but
The development of a complementary syetem of water transportation. In the president's opinion, supplies the only
remedy for the national transportation problem.
con-errati-

one-eight-

In any of the national forests where the stockmen

are suffering severe losses from the depredation of

pre-.dalo-

wild animals, men who have had experience in
floating wolves and coyotes will be appointed as forest

guards for such period of time as their services ure

.

needed, and forest rangers will also be assigned to thlJ
Experience has shown that the most effective
work.
method of destroying wolves It to find their dens in the
early spring, where in addition to the old animals, the
pups may also be killed.
Therefore, this matter will
be given special attention during the next three montha
ud it is contidently expected that the results will be
both satisfactory and beneficial to the stockmen.

The' proportion of the last year's crops remaining
hands on March 1st is without preceestimated in the government reports that
S66.C44.uOO bushels of wheat, or what in ordinary year
of the crop, is mil on hand.
is about one-lift- h
The
unmarketed reserve of corn is 1.298,000,000, or 44 per
cent of the crop of that cereal.
This unusual surplu3
s
on hand after
of the crop year has passed
would seem to Indicate that Anierieati production of
late years has been beyond the needs of borne consumption, plus a remunerative demand to supply foreign
les, as well as In excess of the capacity of the
transportation facilities of the country.
The situation
is literally one of an embarrassment of riches.
Jf th
crops of IK07 should be poor ours, there will be no
danger of suffering by reason of .1. ar bread, for there
is plenty of grain in store, tin H- i- nili.-- band. If tin
new crops should be up to the recent ;n et' ige, ho
could they be moved to market?
in the farmers'

dent.

It

Is

three-fourth-

What

is

ihr matter

with the l.ulr

iv

a:i,iy

anything, their equipment Is better than it u.ih a yea'
ago, there Is literally no end to the freight that is to be
transported, the times are just as prosperous as t ti
were, the national rate law has given them I he tidvui
tuilon, and it is no'
1age of cutting off all free lran-po- i
likely that the
fare laws will lessen their
ger service income.
the!
Tinier the cireumstanees
seems to be no oeeasiou for all Ills hubbub among
managers, or for their dire pi edit-- ions that legislatures unfriendly to lailroad liilere-l- - will bring about
a linaiieinl depression.- - Council llln'ls '.in.ariel
pa-s-

e.

i
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barns', etc. It
ycar-should be remembered that four and one-haag this place whs government land, upon which a
desert land entry could have been made for which tho
entrymen can pay II 2j per acre to the government,
and make Improvements of a similar value per aero
thereon. This 1s a rather remarkable Incident, partlv
evldenly good luck and partly management. It Is an
example that should be advertised far and wide. What
Dr. Karnsworth has done, others can do In a similar
space of time, and In many sections of tho Sunshine
territory. Competent fruit growers In the Pecos valley and in southeastern New Mexico estimate the minimum of $200 per acre income out of fruit orchards, and
that two years out of three. It is evident that the
eale was based upon such a value of the land contained
within the farm. The case Is worth recording and remembering.

EVENING CITIZEN.

--

I

A fruit farm forty aires in extent,
New Mexican:
owned by Dr Kurnsworlh, near lluKcrman. i'Iihvcj
county, has Just been sold for tll.UUU. The place u,i
lust cultivated four years ago; it has llfteen acres in
alfalfa, twenty acres in Hue orchards, while live acre'

00OOOOCKXC000
8 BUILDING TO THEMSELVES
TOWERS OF PHILANTHROPY
5

8

kxxockxxsXco

A mere handful of men and women In this country have, during the brief space of two years, given
to phllanthnophlc enterprises sume of money aggregating the astnnglshing total of $297,634,000!
Rockefeller, king of money, has given given twice
as much as Andrew Carnegie; some comparatively obscure princes of fortunes have given away sums ranging from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000.
There are many other remarkable comparisons.
The most noticeable Is that about one-haof the total
goes to the advancement of education.
Upon education
depends the future greatness of this race, and only education will neutralize the nation-killin- g
blasts which
vast wealth drew on peoples of the past.
What these figures do not show Is the proportion
of these benefactions to the fortunes
of the donors.
These gifts sound big. but comparatively, are they?
John D. Rockefeller has wrested from his brothers ( luring his lifetime, by means none too honorable, control of one of the earth's great stores of supplies. It
Is a safe statement that bis gifts amount to no more
than the income from his accumulated wealth. He Is
preparing for death. If he chose he might leave all
of his colossal winnings to his children and their children. He elects to build a monument, graftifying, no
doubt, the common craving for Immortality.
Shall we praise John V. Rockefeller for his giving'.' Shall we question tho motive?
We shall do neither. We shall be glad of the good
his benefactions, und those of other millionaires of his
class will do. We will rejoice that this cornered wealth
Is at least In partial use.
But we will not lose sight of
the fact that the Creator, out of love for His children,
oil to course through
made
the earth; that the Creator, out of love for His children, planted in the mountainside iron for wheels that
ease the arms of man and grind for his comfort life's
supplies. We Khali not lose sight of the fact that
this nation's resources and men built the Rockefeller
fortune, the Casnegle fortune, the Morgan fortune. We
must judge the holders of these fortunes as stewards
of natural supplies, not as creatures so apart and with
such divinity as to give to us as a people or take
away from us.
Much that is ideal seems to us faltering little creatures as Impracticable or impossible. We sometimes
dream of a system by means of which we could live in
a brotherhood as equals, wherein we could produce out
of our strength of body anji mind for a common good,
wherein the weak would tlnd protection In the strong,
wherein the state would be the. mother ot us all a kind
anil
mother whose loyal sons give into her
lap the fruits of their labor and receive from that lap
In true proportion with their needs; wherein we shall
not be called upon to accept as bounty the drifts of
the fortunate over the unfortunate.
Hut, what of dreams!
A few men who came in on the crest of the commercial wave of our time ami made the most of their
advantage are preparing for death. They are laying
down their golden burdens and building their monuments. However high and magnificent these idles, thev
will not endure, in the light of the perfected civilization
of the wonderful tomorrow. If at the base there lii.i
timber tainted by Immoral practice.
Kverythlng in
has its compensation, good or evil.
Strange and complex visions ure these we see about
us when we attempt to read the minds and hearts of
men. Re slow to Judge, lie quick to pardon; for. out
of our best reasoning, are we not convinced of the
pitiable frailty, sickly impoleiiey. wretched littli mess of
our kind?
lf
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8 HOW TO REMOVE WALL STREET
$
g
AS MENACE TO OUR PROSFERITY g

OOCOOOOOOX00XX00XXX500XXX3
The American
pie have recently witnessed, with
apprehension, the spectacle of a crowd of gamblers in
an attempt to brow-ln.a president of the United
States.
A fearless president, backed by an indignant public sentiment, hud entered upon a warfare against the
conduct of certain large industrial and railroad corporations.
Investigations
and prosecutions disclosed an astounding condition of affairs. The Industrial trusts and
the railroad trusts had formed a partnership of crime.
Rebates, secret rate sand other unlawful und unscrupulous devices had been employed to wipe out honest competition.
Vast railroad systems had been used
as dice In the hails of professional gamblers; the Interests of the shippers being entirely disregarded.
When the campaign was Instituted, Wall street sat
back complacently and smiled; it had gone through
investigations before and had nothing to fear. As matters developed, however, Wall street became anxious;
anxiety was succeeded by fear, and It was then determined that a lesson must be taught; the sacredness of
"vested interests," its Inviolability from interference by
the common people or any public official, must be es
tablished once in 'i I for all.
Suddenly stocks began to sag. There was a Wall
street panic "veMcd interests" drew about itself Its
mantle of injured innocence, while its mouthpiece, the
subsidized press, plated about the attack upon property
lights, ami the resulting depreciation of values, bv ir- it

Hponsible dcinaKogucs.
Hut the honest business man pursued hi-- , our-The Wall street panic did not create a lipple upon the
surface of real business. Prosperity was not halted and
Wall street conceit had received a shock.
Rut bow will it be the next time? This stock
jugglery may com.- at a time when the miiiitrv is In
l lime less prosperous
condition. A Wall street I'.cmc
at such a time niiuhl not fail of its purpose.
The
Incountry iiiiKlil
thrown into a real panic.
Against foreign f,,e we are always zealous fur out
own protection, but within our very miflst we permit to
'main it MHe that is it mcnitcc to our lib. itn.j
our institution. Why is it endured? Does it serve any
puipoc other than to enrich and to Intoxicate with
power n eniwd of unproductive consumers, who spin
not. but who live on tin: fat of the land, ami who In
return rob the people of their lights?
a remedy, one that Is used ,ik ilnsl other
Ilieie
liseascs.
Alcoholic liquors and dangerous drugs arc
heavily iaod j,, order to prevent their indiscriminate
Use. b.e;insc Mich ii e would be inimical to tin- A
of the country.
heavy lax imposed upon the
s..lc ot iv civ shale of stock on a iii.ugin wou'jl either
wipe out or so limit this Wall street viper as to practically remove its sting. The remedy is in our hands.
We have a fearless president, one who, w.- all believe.
Uules Wall street und ull that that name implies. All
that we med is a congress of a like temperament.
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Parlor Furniture That Attracts
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Ml

admiring attention is to be seen every business
day in our salesroomsbut not at its best. Home
surroundings make it "fill the picture." Our aim,
naturally, is to dispose of it to you so that your
various apartments will look as they should look
a harmony of comfort and art.

E

Fitting Tribute to His Worth
and Efficiency Paid by the
Santa Fe New Mexican.
To our fellow townsman, A. A.
Keen, who returned home Saturday
evening, the New Mexican of that
day paid the following merited compliment:
"A. A. Keen, who for the past eight
years held the important position of
territorial land commissioner, turned over the property and records of
the office today to his successor, Robert P. Ervien, and left this evening
for his home in Albuquerque.
Mr.
Keen organized the office and fulfilled its duties with scrupulous honesty and great fidelity.
In leaving
oflice he takes with him the respect
and good will of the people of New
MmiIco and retires from public life
with the satisfaction of having performed his official duties In strict
compliance with the law In every
way."
This writer most heartily endorses
what the New Mexican says of Mr.
Keen.
It has bet n the writer's good
fortune to know .Mr. Keen for a great
many years .alike In public and prl
vate life, and during all those years
his Integrity has never been questioned, and his faithful attention to
business has been an example beneficial to all who knew him.
The
Citizen has not learne din what line
of business activity Mr. Keen will en
gage, but this paper sincerely hopes
that whatever It may be ho will not
be so frequently taken from the city
as was the case while land comrnls
sloner.
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Greene Con
and A
IB 'i
Shannon . . i
Copper Range
70
old Dominion
44 '4
XI pissing
jo
80 H
North Hutte
Hutte Coal ,
22
May cotton
$.3S
Total sales of stocks 1, 1190,000.
Money 9'u'12 per cent.
Summary of Conditions.
Xew York, March
25.
American
slocks In London firm, with Harri-ma- n
Issues very strong but copper
stocks heavy.
One small fa.llure In loudon, but
no serious trouble feare.d.
I.onlon expects no advance in llcr-li- n
rate.
National City bank shows practic
ally all Increase In cash and principal
Increase In loans in bank statement.
Twenty-si- x
banks reported
less
than 25 per cent reserve In Saturday's bank statement against 23 last
week und 22 in corresponding week
last year.
London settlement began today and
quotations are now for new account.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 25. Cuttle receipts 12.000, including 1,000 southerns. Market stee.ly to 10c lower.
Southern steers $3.75 if 5.35; southern cows J3. 00(14.25; stockers and
heifers t3.75H5.15; bulls 3.00ifD4.25
calves $3.50)1' 7.00; western fed steers
ft. 2uirr5.SU; western fed cows $3.00q
4.50.
Sheep receipts
10.000.
Market
strong. Sheep 15.00 it 6.00 lambs 7.25
(f'7.60; range wethers
$5.504r6.75:
5.65.

!

On ui I in JiivcHtock.

oinaha, March 25. Cattle receipts,
4 .".00.
Market steady to easier. Western steers J2. 25ti 5.00; Texas steers
:t.aa'i 4.25: cows and heifers $2.25 ii'
4.25: dinners J2.00(u3.0o;
stockers
and feeders $3.00 kt 5.00 ; calves $3.00
'(15.00; calves $3.00 'it 6.50 ; bulls $2.75
di 4.4 0.
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Look
some day when

you are Passing and you will be
sure to see something dainty and unique in odd
pieces for your china rack, your mantel or your
table. We have a superb stock of china, glassware and hardware that we are offering at attractive prices.
We

have three odd Patterns that we are
selling at cost to make room.

F. H. STRONG

Strong Block

HG3

REFRIGERATORS
The Automatic

AUTOMATIC

a

82 4
U3fs,
21
150

C.

feil ew es 15.00

See and Ask Prices

MARKETS

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf. & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett build
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
New York Stocks.
American Sugar
1174
Amalgamated Copper
t3Vi
10
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Sls
X5
Atchison com
American Locohiotlve com .... 67
58 H
Anaconda
!H ',
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
47
159
Canadian Pacific
2
Colorado Fuel
13
Chicago flreat Western
Chicugo Northwestern
140
23 Ti
Erie com . ;
52
Great No Ore C
109
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
IX ',.
Mexican Central
National Lead
Bl'i
New York Central
113
73
Norfolk . .
115
Northern Pacific
34
Ontario an,d Western
Pennsylvania
Reading com
S3
1M
Rock Island com
Southern Pacllic
i4H
St. Paul
2(1
Southern Railway
134
Tennessee Coal
I'nlon Pacific
123"i
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Principles.

CALL AND SEE THEM

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

STACY DID

II

CLEO Iv AC KLiE Y

When with business you're disgusted,
And you fear it will soon Ira busted,
Ami you don't know where you're ut
or what to do,
more enterprising and
Just
begin by advertising.
STACY JJ11 IT, and hell do the
same for you.

IF

YOU
VU.I
UOOSTKIt,

IHX'O.MK

EXPERT TAILOR,

A

VICTOR

must crow just like a rooster,
hend for SUu y; let him paint your
name around.
It's a fact Unit STACY 1II IT.
He's the pnintinir iiihii, Hie only
one hi town.

I1I

"If lt'n liet"

"What is Home Without a Graphophone

And for years to come lie's here to
do tho work.
Teople know tho reputation,
Have the highest eistliiiHtloii
Of the paliithifr man who painted
Albuquerque.

"hUtni-baniters-

EDISON

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

IT! STACY III) IT!
we must admit It.

If you love your wife you'll take her
Down to we our Mock of paper.
c have fifteen thousand imttcrns,
and no two of them alike.
Stacy's men are not
Mut are expert papcrliajigcr;
For when Stacy doet It,
SI.U'V DOKS IT right.

PRESSER

110 West Gold

You

STACY

CLEANER,

1

24 South Second
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STEP IN
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Maklnif His Mark.
"I'rban's new country home may
be very beautiful, but I don't believe
a man who has lived in the city 40
years, and more than 20 years of that
time in a flat, will ever like the
country. Wait till the fropru and
crickets net busy some evening. He'll
vvIhIi he was back in town.
"oh, he considered all that when
he built the house. He's put a bowl-Iii- k
alley right in the center of the
second floor and hired a man to roll
the balls ull night. The woodwhed's
riftht over his bedroom and another
man chops wool till inlunight. Then
he has bells and gongn all over the
house that ring; automatically In their
turn. He ll feel right at home.
The Trials of Literature.
our Literary society last Saturday
evening was fine if Claude Abel dljd
want a broom Instead of a dish rag.
There was some very fine music.
Willie
Oliver Hotkln and daughter,
Itutkln and Mrs. Cecil llutler sang
some very tine songs. The editor read
some very tine and Interesting items
and if the boys had not made so
much disturbance It would have been
very much better. Huntsvllle
correspondence. Winchester find. Her

Dearer

-

To

AV

'

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

Sheep receipts 1,000. Market 10 to
15c higher. Yearlings $6.00(6.60;
wethers J5.40(jr 6.25; ewes $5.001)
ald.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
r..7, lambs $7.00i. 7.75.
Phone 98
Chicago Utcbiock.
Deduction.
Chicago, March 25. Cattle receipts
Miss Xina Lee visited friends in
27.000. Market steady to shade lower. Bridgeport Friday and Saturday. She
Reeves $4.00 it 6.70 ; cow s $ 1.60 iii) 4.75 ; looked pleased on Monday, so I quess
heifers $2.60'n 5.25; calves lfi.50ti she saw her beau.
Miss Maud Mathews looked pleased
5.75; t' I to prime steers
$.ri.:i0'n
Sunday. I guess she was looking for
il.7o.
Sheep
Market1 someone.
receipts 2;i.onn.
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
Miss Minnie Thomas was all smiles
strong
Western $4.oil'n'6.2o; yeiir- WJM
PER TON
I guess idle was looking for
tamos
iiiics
oi.ihi'u h.so;
;i.iii.,, Sunday.
BLOCK
BE8T AMERICAN
her best fellow.
vnV
Miss Oertrude
M.50
PER TON
Thomason looked
very pleasing Sunday.
1
I 'rod uce Market.
guess she
was
i inc., no
company.
proud
of her
Doruns
March 25. Closing
t'ove
correspondence,
Seiiiachee
Wheat--Ma(Teun.) .News.
July TT'n'.i'.
May 15"'U'46. July 4.". L...
Corn
July S 7
oats May 4 ' 'm
she Wu at the "Opening."
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
M.v
Pork May $15.45; July $15.55.
stuck is now iiiiiiplele with ull
12.25 AND 12.75
the
FOR
things In I lie millinery
newest
Lard
Jlv
Kilis Max
Am prepared to please nil. La$S. 428 ; July $s :,0 u line.
dies, call and see our State Fair Hats,
is Tin; WOltl.ll COMIX
prepared by our trimmer. Miss M.
TO?
Money Market.
I'olk. who has had an unusual experiSOUTH
502
FIRST
STREET.
New Vork. Maiich 25
Money on ence, having been in San Francisco at
Iteyoiid
1
call strong. 6 ir 5 per cent;
in. liut we km. v. that tha
prime the time of the upheaval, giving her
people who inhabit this part if it will
mercantile paper 6''t6't per cent, a view of the styles in different parts
add to their health, length of lif- - and
of the world, so she is able to please
liver
happiness if they eat llalliny Itrea-.l- .
all notions. Advertisement
in PetSame thing true of our rolls pies and
St. Ixiuis Wool Market.
ersburg till.) (iazette.
other pastry. Sure you have the
St Louis, March 25.
Wool steady.
name?
Territory and western mediums 24 dr .lini s Kais4-Whiskers and Mine.
2Kc; tine medium !S'i21e; tine
4 'v
J. A.
of Oak Level, was in
PIONEER BAKERY.
I 7c.
the city Tuesday, and brought toMl South Tirst Street.
bacco to market.
Jim Ab looks Just
Metal Market.
as natural as he used to when we
.1.
Xew Voik. March
salt Iako City and Iteturn $31.03.
Lead uuiet were all at Johnson's school house at
I
I irs HOT CIIOOOLATK
V I till ti. Sit. copper unsettled 2 i 'it 2T,.'.,t).
school, und all he lacked of being March 30 to April 2. Limit tlxty VOX'S imit; STORE.
the Jim Ab of old times was shaving days.
Spelter Market.
off his beard und being barefooted,
Mexico City
40.25.
Iteturn
St. Louis, March 1!5 Spelter steady and having his "breeti hes" rolled up. April 25 to May and
If you want rsiulu in harerUalDC
lg. Limit July 31.
16.75.
(Ky.) Monitor.
T. K. I'l ltl)Y, Agent.
trv an Evening Cklien want ad.
I
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GIGANTIC RUG SALE

IN EARNEST ABOUT

"

STREET

PARK YESTERDAY

BUILDING

SMELTER

We just closed a deal for a large shipment of rugs which was shipped to
Las Vegas, but not delivered there.
We bought these goods at our own
figures and shall place the lot on sale
Monday morning at FACTORY
PRICES.

t

Youngsters Give Brownies a Complete New Chart of This Inquest Being Held This Afte- Thinks Everybody Wants to Two New Concentrators For
rnoon-Deceased
City and Suburbs Now in
Kill Hlm-Th- en
Came
Wants
Music and
a Scare-Rac- es.
Atagdalena District-Kel- ly
(Publishers.
of
From
Hands
San
Antonio.
Good Pictures.
to Die.
Booming.
Fully

3, OHO

w

f-'op'-

the

iurls

at Truciioii park.' yesterday afternoon,
and heard the American Lumber
banH-one of
company
rendered
the finest programs yet Riven Dy this
It was really
muRlcal organisation.
a day of great advancement all
'

,

around. The races beat those of tho
previous Sunday by several lengths,
and the ball name was far ahead of
the practice done by the Browns on
the former occasion, as the Biownt
led all contestants at the base ball
The
tournament of the last fair.
Brownie, however, showed very little better than did the Oeronlmo
These younirsters Rave
club team.
a fright they won't
the
soon forget.
Even with the Invincible BUI Ney In the box, the Indians
had the Browns bested up until the
seventh Inning, when the lumber mill
boy twirling for the Indians wave out.
The talent niilch replaced the lumberjack was not as good us lie, and
the Brownies won In the eighth Inning by a score of 13 to 12.
Interest was about cuually divided
between the ball teams and the races,
and the music came in for a share
of admiration from nil classes, but
especially did the band boys make a
hit with the ladles, many of whom
were in attendance.
pace,
The first race, a
distance one mile, was won by
Monkey Mack, with Daniel J. siond.
Time 8:29. lfunlcl J. was dlsquali-lie- d
In the second heat for running
The second race, a 1:15 trot, one-hamile, was won by Kxodus;
second.
Time 1:13.
The 1:20 trot and pace, one-hamile, went to MeGlnty, with Maude
Salllsbury a close second.
Time
1:22.
.Illustrious Maid won the 1:30 trot,
one-ha- lf
mile; Belle Patterson, second. Time 1:28
were C. M. Foraker.
judges
The
Will Trimble nnd .Herman Schloss.
Timekeepers, T. J. .Shinnick, Jake
Levy and Kd. Newcomer.
J. Straus-ne- r
was starter.
There was an unlookedfor but decidedly entertaining moving picture
Sato
last night.
show at tho
urday night there arrived In the city
company.
the Hagy Scenic
"We want to put on a show ot
your Casino," the manager told Mr.
Frank Storts, ofllce manager for the
"We have the
Traction company.
best pictures ever put on canvas, and
we assure you that we will give your
patrons satisfaction.
All we want
is-- a trial."
The pictures last night
testified that the mart told the truth,
when he said they were good pictures. Two more performances will
be given at the Casino on Thursday
A
and Friday nights of this week.
feature of one of the proposed perof
reproduction
a
be
will
formance
n
tight.
the
old-time-

free-for-a-

ll

A proof of the new Albuquerque
city map, including the suburbs, in
Lumber
which are the American
companq, Barelas ,the University of
New Mexico and Old Albuquerque,
has reached this city, and Is by far
the most complete and accurate compilation so far gotten out here. The
work was done by J. It. Farwell for
the Albuquerque Abstract company,
and Is now In the hands of the famous publishing house of Hand
& tin., at Chicago, for publication, provided enough subscribers can
be obtained In this city to warrant
the expense. It is nine years since
was
the last map of Albuquerque
placed on the market, nnd since then
many
so
through
gone
the city has
and such Important changes that
the compilation of 1SD8 is now obsolete and practically useless.
s
ot
The new map covers
the value of taxable property In Iho
county of Bernalillo.
It gives the
names of the property owners, shows
the city lines, the lire limits, water
mains and fire plugs, sewer mains,
buildings with names r owners, besides a vast amount of detail information valuable to business men
at almost every turn.
The price of
the publication is $la and It is hoped
that those having the sale in charge
will meet with prompt subscriptions
from all merchants when called upon.
We need ami ought to have tin- map
as quickly as possible.
Me-Nal- ly

four-fifth-

tUllleino Montoya, nged 30 year.,
died very suddenly at his home on
North Fourteenth street Sunday afternoon at about 3:30.
The man was
of unusually muscular build and had
been In his usual health up to the
time of death. It Is supposed he suffered an attack of heart trouble,
though the cause has not been learned and an Inquest will be held for
this purpose this afternoon.
The remains are now at the Strong
undertaking parlors, and a coroner's
Jury will have charge of them until
Inquiry Into the cause of the man'3
death has been made.
Montoya was a plasterer by trade
and bad been working for Frank
Itiilpli, the contractor. The man was
sitting under a shade tree in his
yard when the attack cHitie on. Dr.
o'Suna was called, but all efforts to
revive the man were futile.
Montoya came to Albuquerque
from San Antonio. Texas, about nine
years ago.
He was well known In
this city and was generally respected.
A wife and three small children surTin; remains will lie sent I
vive.
San Antonio for burial.
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Ca-sin-

flans-Nelso-

COPPER

PROPERTY ON

Dr. Fayatte A. Jones, the mining
engineer, returned this morning from
a trip to Uncoln county, where he
went three weeks ago in company
l,
with Dr. J. odd Hamilton, of
to examine mining property for
a company of Hoswell and Kentucky
capitalists.
The prospects are located In the Oscura mountains and the
Is copper.
When
mineral Bought
aske(d what he found. Dr. Jones said
that he saw some pretty good looking
stuff, ana it Is very likely that his report will be favorable. If such is the
case development will be begun on
the property Immediately. This Hvs
company has interests
in rjrant county also.
Kos-wel-

COL. COOIEY

IN

FROM PINE TOP
Col.

i'.

K. Cooley

government

In-

dian agent at line Top, Ariz., Is In
the city to see his son, Balph, who
is a student at the Albuquerque Indian school, and very sick with pneumonia.
In
Col. Cooley went to Arizona
1878, as an Indian scout under Oen-erCrook. Those were days when
it was all a man's life was worth to
go one mile from Fort Apache by
himself, so bad were the Apaches.
The colonel married an Indian woman on leaving the army and as a
reward for services rendered during
ftie strenuous early days of border
warfare, he was appointed
Indian
Agent at Pine Top. His heudnuar
ters are twenty-fou- r
miles north of
Fort Apache between the fort and
town
the Mormon
of Snowftake. He
saya that that part of Arizona was
soaked last week by a heavy rain.
al

SUNDAY

DAY

ON FRIDAY
The following Arbor day proclamation has been Issued by C.overnor
Hagerman:
of
To the People of the Territory
New Mexico:

In accordance with the laws of the
territory providing that the governor
shall designate each year a day to be
observed as Arbor day, 1, II. J.
governor of the territory of
New Mexico, do hereby proclaim Friday, March the 29th, A. D. 107, as
Arbor day, and recommend that the
same be a holiday in all the schools
of the territory; that the teachers
and pupils observe this day by planting trees and shrubs for the benefit
and adornment of public and private
grounds, and endeavor in every way
possible to carry out the objects for
which the day is so established.
The county school superintendents
of the various counties are hereby
asked to give notice of this proclamation to the teachers In their respective counties, and to encourage a
proper observance of the day.
Since the question of tree culture Is
of vast importance in this territory,
I recommend that the people In general give some time and attention to
the purposes for which the day Is set
aside.
Done at the executive olllce this
20th day of March. A. D. 1!07.
Witness my hand and the great
seal of the territory of New Mexico.
11. J. Il.VJKHMAN.
ISKAL.)
(Jovernor:
the
liv
Hag-rnnn-

J. W. HAYNOLDrf.
Secretary of New

J. S.

FIRES

UVK.MI.K
AT.
ISCENDARIEK
TKMI-- r TO SKT FIHK TO NEW
FEE BKSIDKM :.
Kire destroyed an outhouse In th.
rear of the residence of D. W.
of West Oold avenue, about
10 o clock last night, and ilamag
amounting to $50 resulted.
The
building was full of old boxes and
excelsior and other intlammable stuff.
and made a tire so blight that in
many parts or the city people thought
that the Klks' opera house was on
tire.
The origin of the lire Is not
know n.
The fire yesterday afternoon for
which the tire department was called
to the Highlands was h a culvert at
the corner of .Silver avenue and Arno
street.
Another conflagration via narrowly averted yesterday, when Mrs. K. H.
Dunbar, of West Coal avenue, discovered two small boys on the roof of
the new residence of K. W. Fee, on
West Coal avenue, trying t ) light the
shingles with matches.
She told
them that she would call the police
and the young would-b- e
Incendiaries
scampered down from the top of the
building ami ran away

n,

n,

Mexico.

DELAMEIER
TO LEAVE

DEMING

The following appointments
by
Governor Hagerinau have been tiled
in the territorial
oitice,
secretary's
after continuation of the nominations
by the legislative council:
.Members
ot t'apitol
Custodian
Committee H. S. Kaune, of Santa Fe
county, and A. H. Keneban, of Santa
Fe county; term of two years.
Members of Hoard of Water Com
missioners Charles Springer, of Col- rax county; James J. Hagernian, of
Chaves county; Malaquias Martinez,
of Taos countyt; term of four years.
Members of Hoard of Kquallzation
K. J. Pelan, of Sunta Fe county; K.
V.
Chaves, of Hernalillo county;
Frank P. Jones, of Urant county;
Hilton M. Letts, of Colfax county; J.
F. Hlnkle, of Chaves county; Martin
Lohman, of Dona Ana county; K. A.
Miera, of Sandoval county; term of
two yeurs.
Hoard of Commissioners of the
Penitentiary:
T. W. Hayward, of
San Miguel county; J. F. Sulzer, of
county;
Hernalillo
Charles F. Kusley,
of Santa Fe county; Price Walters, of
San Juan county; John It. DeMler, of
Otero county; term of two years.
Members of the Cattle Sanitary
Hoard H. it. Manning, of Colfax
county; W. C. McDonald, of Lincoln
county; C. L. Mallard,
of Chaves
county; K. O. Auten, of San Miguel
county; Victor Culberson, of (Iran
county; (leorge W. Haker, of Union
county; term of two years.
Members of the IHireau of linnii- gratlon A. M Kd wards, of San Juan
county; D. A. Macpherson, of liernu
Illlo county; J W. Hlble. of (Irani
county; Ueorge A. Fleming, of San
Miguel county; C K.
of
Mason,
iiaves county; John A. Haley, of
county;
years.
Lincoln
term of two
Members of Hoard of Regents of
orphan t'hlldrens' Hume Solomon
Luna, of Valencia county;
John
Hecker, of Valencia county; Paul H.
Dalies, of Valencia county; term of
two years.
Hoard of Osteopathy Dr. C. H.
Connor, of Hernalillo county; Dr. A.
M.
King,
of Chaves county;
Dr.
Charles A. Wheelon, of Santa Fj
county; term of two years.
Members of the Hoard of Trustees
of New Mexico Keform
School
Francisco Cerna, of Hlo Arriba county, term ending August 11, 1910; N.
H.
of Santa Fe county,
term ending August 11, 1911.
Members of Hoard of Kegents of
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts: It. It. Larkln, of San Miguel
county, term ending September 2,
li.i!; Hiram Jtadley, of Dona Ana
county, term ending September 2,
1910; H. E. McUrlde, of Dona Ana
county, term ending September 2,

J. S. Delameter, one of the best
known and most popular ranchmen
In the Denrlng district, has sold Ills
fine ranching property and concluded
to return to his eastern home. During
his tay in the southwest Mr. Delameter has proven himself one of the
most progressive and useful men in
bis neighborhood and his departure
Is greatly
regretted.
His frien,ds,
however, ure counting upon his re
us
they feel that
turn at no late day
the western fever Is in his veins and
that after a short trial of old sur- 1911.
roundings he will conclude like so
Members of Territorial Hoard of
many others that his place and for Health:
Dr. W. D. Hadcllflfe, of VaIs
In
adoption.
tune
lencia county, term ending March 11,
this land of his
1909; Dr. H. M. Smith, of San Miguel
county, term ending March 11. 1909;
Dr. O. J. Wcstlake, of Orant county,
BIG IRON PROPERTY
term ending March 11, 1909; Dr.
James A. Massle. of Santa Fe county,
ending March 11, 1911; Dr. T.
term
NEAR RATON SOLD
II. Hart, of Colfax county, term ending March 11, 1911; Dr. Fred F.
Doepp. of Eddy county, term ending
SWASTIKA"
ROUTE
OWNERS March 11, 1911; Dr. John F. Pearce,
of
ending
Hernalillo county, term
MEANS
EARLY
ri'HCHAsEHS
March 11, 1911.
EXTENSION OF ROAR.
The people of Klizabethtown, N
are rejoicing in the prospect of
increased activity through the recent
purchase by the capitalists interested
in the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific railroad of the important min
eral deposits in Iron mountain, form
erly owned by Miss May Lynch, Joseph Lowery, Mike Itelgen und Thos.
liird. The property is known to con- talne one of the richest iron deposits
in the west.
Iron mountain is locate.d in the
immediate vicinity of Klixabethtown
and the town is bound to be benefited
by the extension of the
railroad,
which is expected soon to follow.
It is stated that enough ore exists in
the neighborhood to furnish business
for the road during a period of twenty years.
M.,

A DAY

OF MANY

SETS ARBOR

"Little Willie."
Once there was a little town
And Wlllard was its name;
It made a tight for the county site
Thereuy to win some fame.

Like "Little Willie" we read about
Who ate some apples green.
They disagreed with little iilll
And caused u painful scene.
Willurd's pain Is just the same
Only apples didn't do it;
They tried to get the ounty
An.d Kstancia, beat 'em to it.
From Kstancia. New-- .

BERNALILLO

100-fo-

LOCAL

Arthur Hilzman,

Is in

ON

PARAGRAPHS

the city the guest of friends.

Mattcuc-cl-

.

Mat-tuec-

cl

V DTK

ON

90c

INVESTED

20 liars

44

STATIONERY

323 South Second Street

N".

II. ANDRUS
Watchmaker

The Old Reliable

and Jeweler

Jlrlntt m. ymir walihen. rlocki nml

Watcli Inspector A. T.

& S. 1".

for

ji'H.-h--

no West

R. R.

Gold Ave.

jjChas. L. Keppeler
DKALER IN

AWNINGS

hars for

317 and 319 South Second Street ft

45C

J1

Nutreto
the Twentieth Centurv Food
Drink.

fet

Santa Fe Restaurant

Nutol

Open Day and Night.

the All Vegetable Oil for

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

Cooking.
ALHigiERQUK

CASH
COMPANY.

GRO-CfcK-

UnderHavDy Hntel

Y

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Marble Ave. Phone, 206

315

Where to Dine Well

Proprietor

MOMKR H. WARD. Mgr.

Mr. Renter
'
'

Convenience - Comfort - Security

are you looking for a favorable
opportunity to

.

OWN YOUR HOME?

Tlie telephone makes the
duties lighter, the care lest

and the worries fewer.

down mid $20 monUUy
payment will buy you a
house with bath.

$300

REALTY
Room

, N. T. Armijo

Tlie

telephone

jour health, prolongs your
and protects your home,

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Ufa

IN YOUR HOMfc

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

CO.,
DO XT DROP
Into the fallacy that all grocrie

Buildlog

are

alike. There are aa many different
kinds as there are daya in the year.
SOME CUtfX'EniES
have fine labels to recommend them
and nothing- - else. The kind ire handle
will give satisfaction on the table and
In the eating. We don't take the labels for our standard. We want te
know the character of the content
of every Jackage.

HOUSE

Monday Night, April 1st
I'iIt

IN

HIS

Tito

I

14

30

Little Ones in Black Face

In White Chorus

Comical Jokes
Latest Coon Songs
Fancy and Clog Dancing
Olio of Bright and Clever Specialties
Pretty Girls, Pretty Costumes

CORPSE

I'a-.ne- s,

as

The Champion Grocery Co.

auspices of (lie Woman's Club.

Juvenile Minstrels

SHOTS

BUCK

ico. The frightfully torn body of the
dead man contains 44 holes caused
Minstrels. i.y a ilouhle charge or buckshot tired
into tlie man by Ins laer.
e

CONFECTIONERY,

er

tiser.

black-fac-

PATENTS,

Just receiveilfroniGirard, Kan.

ELK'S OPERA

The replevin i use of W. J. Schoeii-bergvs. the H. Henjamin company,
occupied the time of the Hernalillo
petit Jury this morning, and was still
being heard at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
This was the only Jury trial
brought up today.
The organizing of the I 'nited States
petit jury was begun this morning.
It was stated today that the Jury
would not be completed and empaneled before Tuesday afternoon.
Tho United States grand Jury this
morning returned three Indictments.
H. Post this morning pleaded guilty to a charge of sending obscene
matter through the mall. A fine was
imposed, it is understood, but the
amount was not announce').

It WANTED Two white waitresses JJ0
Hill THIS WEEK ORIiEli Mil
The cipse was lemoved to the
i hi:
MOT
IlltOSS ItOI.I.S
1KT month, board and
room. A morgue of tlie Trinidad Undertaking
i lii.vcii
good iron moulder. Also teamsters
unpa ny, where it his been itrenared
nvki iiY,, nn i:- -r
B MI.KOAIl
wages, for burial prior to shipment to the
EM E.
and luinoer pilers. Oood
Employment
Agency.
folium's
former home of deceased in Old Mex
You can't affoid to miss the JuveSee and hear the little
artisis in the Juvenile
Monday night, A nil 1st.

DRUGS,

for 90c
10

Staab Building

J. A. K REM IS

Subscribe for Hie Evening Citlsen.

DISTRICT COURT

..

Sunny Monday Snap
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YOUR GROCER HAS IT

FRENCH BAKERY
OX

ALWAYS

FRESttTASTY

U. S.

SCREENS

Iioer scicer.s as strung as nn ordinary door at prices that defy
eistern-niulscreen doors In both btrength and price. Window
screens ;hat ure as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

'

MATTEUCCI liltOti.
T1J.-rA iv.
Phone 51.

XV.

.i
all
BREADS
--

PKOTICTI0

,

l!

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

ALL THIS WEEK

1

STItlKK gi'KSTIO.N TODW.
.,
Cleveland.
March 25. The
last vote of tho membership of the
Brotherhood
of Hallway Trainmen
west of Denver, will reuch this city
today it is expected. Forty-seve- n
thousand men have been voting on
the question of striking to enforce
demands for an increased scale of
wages.
Tho poll is the most exten- slve move towards a general strike
since the American Hallway union
tie-u- p
of 1S94. The ballots will be
counted nt tlie national headquarters in the city.

ALBERT FABER'Q

K

of West TiJeras avenue, a baby
girl. The stork brought Miss
on Saturday.
J. It. Farwell, the well known civil
engineer, has returned to the city
from Arizona, where ho has been for
several weeks surveying for eastern
capitalists.
The remains of Marco Montoya.
the San Domingo Indian killed in tlie
local yards Friday of last week, were
sent to San Domingo by Undertaker
Borders Saturday night. The coroner's Jury found that he was killed by
accident.
Kecause he forgot to pull Ills log
hook out of a big pine log, Elwood
Croul was pulled Into tho flume at
the sawmills Saturday and given n
good ducking.
Croul hud forgotten
about his hook, when the chain
which carried the logs up Into the
mill came along, took hold of the log
and Jerked him after It. He crawled
out of the flume with little trouble.
Henry Kohwer, of St. Louis, formerly consulting engineer for the
Missouri Pacific rullway, is in the
city for the purjiose of making an
expert examination of the plans of
the Klo (Jrande Land. Water & Improvement company, the big Irrigation scheme which Is soon to materialize nnd reclaim a large area
north of this city.
The undertaking
is very important to this city, and Mr.
Hohwer's report will be awaited with
Interest.
Easter social tomorrow by Indies'
Aid society of Christian church
at
Mrs. Crawford's.
Tlt.VIX.MKN

ONLY

of Corona N. M.,

Horn, to Mr. aty! Mrs. A.

Come Early
AND GET FIRST CHOICE

ot

Oc SAVED

s.-.-

c

a

COUNTY

who was shot and fa
tally wounded by tho town marshal
f Crow Creek 30 miles from Daw
son. N. M and 2. miles from Katon.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
N. M., according to the Katon Ga
Albuquerque's prettiest anil lliou
geographer; und who was
Young man Just come to zette's able
lalctited young ladies will appear 1:1 WANTED
to St. Raphael hospital early
town, would like to engage in sumt-kin- brought
snug and dunce specialties at ihe
in the week just past, for treatment;
of business: has $150 to in- died at tlie hospital Saturday of
April
linei.ile Minstrels, Monday.
his
vest.
Address H L, cure Citi- injuries.
Hie Trinidad
Adverzen.
O

nile Minstrels at the opera house.
Monday night. April 1st, under il'.r
auspice" of tlie Woman's club.

Driven crazy by pain and laboring
L. It. llabcock.
and
noslmaster
under the delusion that everybody general
merchant at Kelly. Socorro
county, nnd a stockholder In the
company, owning and operating the Kelly mine In the Magda-lenrange, spent yesterday In the
city.
Mr. Habcock says that th-Magdulena district now has an 'aspect of permanency, with indications
put him In a straight acket. Sunday of a great future.
Every hole In
mooring Mrs. Weed called at the hos- the district Is being given more or
pital and nsked that her husband be less attention and the big mines, the
released, and no sooner had her wish tlrnphlc nnd the Kelly, are being
been complied with, when Weed worked hard.
Hoth of these larger
made a break for liberty. A naif properties ore shipping ore dally nnd
block from the hospital, he was cap- each of them will soon have concentured by Alderman Hunley nnd Prof. trators In connection with them,
Crum, both residents of the district. which will greatly facilitate the proThey wanted him to go back to the duction of values.
hospital, but he said no. He wanted
A
shaft Is being put down
to we F. L. Pearce, who lives
on on the "Nit" property, a new acquiEdith street, three blocks away, and sition
company.
of the
Mr. Hanley and Mr. Crum thought
Is a hole on this property now
they would humor him, but they had There
sixty-ll- v
ili p. and the addinot got very far on the way. when tional 100 feet
will. It Is thought,
they decided that It would probably give the new feet
owners a fair insight
be safe for them as well as everybody to what the property
has In store for
else that their charge be Htiirnfd to them.
Mr. Habcock stated that the
the hospital or some other place of
company was in earnest
safe keeping. At the lioine of A. W. about building n smelter,
and would
Hayden. who also lives Just south of do so just as soon ns a favorable
site
the hospital. Weed saw an ax and will) n guarantee of plenty of cheap
made a movement to get It. Insane coal could be secured.
as he was with the belief that everybody was trying to kill him, Mr. Hanl V YOllk Itl'SlXKSS
ley iiml Prof. Crum realized that it
MI'.X 1'OHM Oll(S.M7..TIO.
would be decidedly dangerous to let
him have such an Implement and InNew York, March 2Ti. The negro
terfered und immediately took It up- business men of New York City have
on themselves to take him back to organized
a local Negro Business
the hospital by force if necessary ami league of the National Negro Busithey soon found that force was very ness league, at which
Hooker T.
necessary.
He fought all the way Washington Is president.
They dea"d became so violent that It was de- cided to make an exhibit of negro
was
cided that the Jail
the only safe business enterprises nt the convenplace for him. Sheriff Armijo was tion of the National Negro league
calle.il and Weed was taken to the which will be held In Topeka, Kancounty Jail. He was very willing to sas, August 14, 15, nnd 16.
go there.
He thought that there he
would be safe from his enemies,
big railroad presiThose great
among whom he counted his closest dents
act a good deal like mollyfriends as well as everybody else.
they?
don't
coddles,
At the county Jail bis malady underwent a decided change. lie no
invitation is extendiyl to
longer fen red death, but seemed to all A tocordial
attend the Easter social Tuescrave It. During the afternoon he day, 2:30
to 9, nt Mrs. Crawford's.
veiled to Sheriff ArmlJo through the
bars that he was writing a letter to
his wife nnd that If the sheriff would
let him mail it, he would come tight
buck.
He then adde.d: "This is my
I
day of execution, you know."
was trying to kill him, E. p. Weed,
the north First street coal dealer, escaped from the St. Joseph hospital
between 9 and 10 o'clock yesterday
morning, and caused no little trouble
before he was returned.
Wee.d first became violent Saturday
night,
It was found necessary to
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best, wears
PAINT Covers more. i.ok
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Master. Um. Cement.
BUILD INQ
PAPER Always in stock.
Faint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
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completing his course he begun
work In Colorado.
Her
li" came into direct
contai I with
I t i' lirnl Irrigation
work upon ,i large
se lie.
Ills stay In Colorado left a
deep anil listing Impression which
was responsible for his nrccpting a
minor position ns hydraulic: engineer
in the federal Irrigation purvey in
lvsv. The formative stag" of ..lis
new work gave him
an excellent
Held for the exercise mill development of liis rapacity for organizaThroughtion nod administration.
out all Ihe vicissitudes which the
new bureau passed he never wavered
In his purpose of .doing everything
thoroughly, a trait which has had
much to do with hi success.
The Irrigation survey hail but a
short lease of life at this lime, as
congress failed to reeoinilze its importance and neclect'd to make any
appropriation
for the work after
via. Authority, however, was grantof
ed to continue Ihe measurement
Heams and the selection and survey
of reservoir sites.
This work was
placed direitiv uil.l.'" tilt' charge of

IRRIGATION IN
WEST

ARID

IS GREAT
Overshadows Panama Canal
In Importance and Extent
and Cost of Work.
DESERVED TRIBUTE

PAID,
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act gave Mansfield the opportunity to
abuse her. She alleges that W'hen
he picked her ui on several orcas- bins he pounded her on the back,
nruising ner nnd also injuring her
"erves.
Miss iHinn claims that Mansfield
does not relish fine acting by an-b- v
other member of the company than
himself, and that that Is whv h- beat her.

j

j

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

'orrespoinlence.
Home,
March 2."). The warfare
that has existed between the gay set
In Koman court
society nnd the
American ambassador, Henry White,
which resulted in the transfer of
Ambassador While to Paris, has
ended in a desperate attempt by the
Countess Nlcolelta Crazloli nnd the
M.ircblones Maxzolcni to bring Mr.
White's official term at Home to nn
end in a blaze of Ignominy.
They would have succeeded but for
the prompt action on the part of
King Victor Kmmnnucl.
Itoth the countess and the marchi
oness are related to officials of King
Victor's court, nnd they move In tho
highest society at Home. When Mr.
White camo to Home, however, lie
heard certain stories and cut them
off the embassy Invitation lists.
Of
course they were furious and vowed
vengeance.
Their opportunity came when Mr.
White gave his farewell ball. This
was to be a grent event, and everybody that was anybody was Invited.
On the afternoon of the ball the
countess and marchioness got busy
with the telephone. They told friends
that they had been informed nt the
king's court that Ambassador White
had been compelled because of illness
In his family to postpone the ball.
They asked the friends to spread the
news, because Mr. White didn't have
time to notify all.
A gentleman at court saved the
day. By accident he heard of the
false report and hurried to the king.
ueaiizing that Mr. White could not
send messages notifying all his guests
to be sure to attend, his majesty de
cided to do this himself for the am
bassador. Accordingly he ordered
to direct all memthe court-martibers of the court to attend the ball.
He also notified the embassies.
The revenge of the two women'
was thus foiled and the ball was a
huge success.
(

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOTJRNOY
FRANK afcKJ&H
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

KING SAVES AMBASSADOR WHITE
FROM VENGEFUL WOMEN OF COURT
Special

J

ten and lands her on the low roof
of a house.
Miss Dunn, who In private life Is
Mrs. Harry l.'eresford. says that this

New York. March IS.

Actor Rich
ard Manslield Is winding up another
irouotea season. Ills leading ladv.
Kmma Dunn, has iust nult him.
leaving in the middle of a perform- uice. ana sne says that she has in
structed her lawyer to begin suit for
uimj ror personal injuries.
In
the piny. "Peer tiynt," M iss
Iunn appears us the little mother
f big I'eer Oynt. the part assumed
Mansfield. she scolds him tre-- i
mendously In the first act. and he.
exasperated, picks her up like a kit- -

mwsiiki.d
nut

Frertdent

vie."...CajUeT
Auistast'cMhier
Director

U. m.
POBITORY
Authorlaed Capital
$500,00M
Paid Up Capital, Surplui and Proflta
$250,000.0t
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pass Willi no discover), or a trace or a clew to the litson of lr. Marvin, who
tle
disappeared In bro.ul daylight on
4,
March
the searchers begin to feel
that the mystery is too deep foi
them.
Is he being
Was he kidnaped''
W as
held for ransom
carried
off by land or sea
Or did he uander away into the
swamp'.' Is he alive or is his body
lying at the mercy of the ih vou ring
elements'.' Is the braie little voice
stilled forever'.'
The mystery of his fate touches i
throbbing cord in every parent In
the country.
Mothers grasp their
own little ones the tighter as they
pray that tills bright faced boy may
t
f
be returned to gladden the
the father. A nation
the
prayer.
Strenuous efforts have been and
still are being made to .solve the
ballllng mystery.
Tie state of lela-war- e
has given $2,000 to prosecute
the search. With the money a force
of Pliikertons
the best In the country has been put to work.
Seemingly they have done little else but
search the farm, the adjacent country and the bay shore.
Tb- - most
they call be said to have uecoinpi..-:i-eis to bolster the hope the hoy Is
still alive. If he were dead, surely
some trace of bis body would have
been discovered.
Some of the smartest newspaper
men In the country have worked on
They have solvthe disappearance.
ed many a crime after the police had
They
can
only say this case
failed.
Is beyond them.
liters of large rewards have come
from various public and private
sources. So far they have only led
to running down a series of false rumors.
Now the legislature of Ueluware
has taken a move that will make the
boy's fate a national matter. President Roosevelt Is requested to Instruct every postmaster in the country to Jiang in conspicuous places
posters describing the lost boy. In
this way it Is hoped to enlist the services of a huge army of amateur detectives.
The government will also be aske.I
for the use of a revenue cutter to follow any clue that may lead to the
bay or sea.
The crime Is one that strikes ut
Since
the home at every family.
the disappearance of Charley Ross
forever, no crime of similar nature
lias so stirred the country. It has
made of this helpless lad one of the
most Important citizens of the country.
As

MOlV.

rfiw'TWroflf1
-

iiot

CITIZEN.

MANSFIELD'S LEADING LADY
SAYS HE POUNDED HER BACK

ROSS?

Firmly believing that reclamation
tile federal novel nin nt must ultiNewell
mately
be undertaken.
Mr.
f.
for eighteen years devoted nil his
skill and energies to ...e work of acquiring Information concerning the
resources nml needs of the arid west.
Eight New Towns Have Sprung As a result he has first han.d Information relative to every Important
Into Existence Already md
stream In the Irrigation districts.
Tile Important and valuable results
Others Contemplated.
of his work finally won recognition
from congress and the appropriation
was increased to tiMiO.liou in 1S!H.
).ubThe
reclamation act was the logical
of
Mir
linnin
Constant!)
';m.il has result of these years of patient efItc attention, the Panama
rcei ived mote Kratuitou ii'lverlixinB fort, and when ll went into effect
In tipwximpei s .iii.l iiiasar.iiies than Ihe way was cleared for it by long
years of the neressary
preliminary
any otlici modern enterprise.
nfter rolunin lias !een devoted work, without which construct, on
to the vnstness of lie work to be pre- would have been delayed for several
ears.
formed, the great engineering obstacAn
iiiiinal.v In tiovcriiinent.
les to lie overcome, the enormnus ex- .At the head of the service be lias
penditure of money required to mm-plotIts
linanrlnl displayed the ripest judgment in tne
lie ditch, and
In the selection of bis subordinates, and as
ImiMirtnncc when complete)
a result of this ability to pick men
brief period since the work was
scraped
as he has created a corps which numHie country bus been
If ullh n tine tooth comb for the most bers among Its members some of the
engineers to conduct the con-B- t ablest engineers In the country, every
caible
nd changes In mnnnfre-men- ! one of them Imbued with that spirit
nil t ion
have bten made with startling de corps which Is somewhat of an
anomaly In government departments
rapidity.
amazing
and
is to no small extent the secret
Meantime, without the ostentation and
of spectaculnr newspaper headlines, of splen.did work accomplished.
In connection wl..i the work of
the redemption of a vast empire In transforming
the arid lands of the
the West under the magic touch of west Into fertile
fields, the reclamaIrrigation U well under way to a marplans
service has
velous consumatlon, Involving an ex- tion
less
pense of about $1,500,000,000, seven for the reformation of the nopopulives of the agricultural
times the estimated cost of the Pan- mid
great
lation
of
section.
The
that
ama Canal. Not only this, but in economic enterprise
is designed to
the necessary excavation work the culminate
In
on important, social
x
twenty-siprojects
total when the
now approved are completed will be! movement In the estalidishmetit of
many times more than the 134,000,-00- 0 rural settlements and villages, made
by the small area of the Ircubic yads repulred by the Pan- possible
rigated farms.
Thus, the isolation
ama Canal. Up to the present time of
old farm life will be eliminatthe excavation work of of the Re- ed the
type
and a new
of farmer Introclamation Service amounts to 33,000,- 000 cubic yards. And In variety and duced into the life of the west.
Is
proposed
It
the towns,
that
difficulty me engineering problems
of
encountereil In reclamation work are which willto contain populations
live thousand, shall have
from one
ty no means second to those upon all
the conveniences of the modern
which t many reputations 'have been
urban center. The streets are laid
wrecked at the Isthmus.
In broad right lines with interout
Overshadow the, ('until.
continuing
uvenues
out
And In commercial, financial and secting
the adjacent farm lan.d. In
industrial importance the reclamation through
by the Indian
place
occupied
the
of the arid West far overshadows the stronghold and the Mormon temple
prophecies of even the most enthusistand the schoolhouse. with the C. Q. TRACK BOSS
astic of the carnal advocates. Tak- will
main roads converging upon it.
ing the value of irrigated land at 4 4 7, Around
this, along the sides of the
according- - to the last census, al- public square,
will be ranged the
though It frequently reaches $1,000 town hall, postofflce.
SERIOUSLY INJURED
library, telean acre, when the work of redemp- phone exchange,
playchurches,
tion is completed the taxable property grounds, and the principal stores and
of the country will be increased to business houses. This plaza will be .101: i,i:i fiirvi:
hy iip- $a,5.e00,li00. and new homes for surrounded by residences with ample
i"i:u stkam siioyi-x00,000 fomilies on farms and adjac- yards
COKK 11IXS.
and flower gardens, whilst the
ent villages and towns will be proedges of the settlement will
vide1. The twenty- - six approved pro- outer
Joe
Lefehrve.
track boss at the
ocin
larger
he
lots for
marke.d oft
jects for which funds are now pro- cupation
by dairies nnd truck gar- Copper Queen smelter, was dangervided will add to the
ously
injured
Saturday
morning,
area of the country a district equal dens. (Jovernnicnt by
while superintending some work at
People.
the
In size to Connecticut, New Hampthe coke bins, by being caught by the
towns will enjoy not only dipper
shire, Massachusetts and Florida. an These
of a huge steam shovel, says
supply of good water
This alone will Increase the yearly for unlimited
Douglas International-Americannd domestic purposes, the
value of crops by $60,000,000, and but drinking
He
was
removed to the Calumet hosmany instances the Irrigation
add $232,000,000 to the taxable prop- worksin will
where Dr. Tuttle of the C. Q.
furnish power for lighting pital,
erty of the country.
medical staff is attending him. It
and industrial plants und for the Is
not known Just how serious his In
A summary of the work done by operation of electric railroads.
is juries
It
up
to the
information given
the Reclamation Service
that the sources of these out wasare,thatbuthethe
present time makes the digging of the noteworthy
is badly Injured. His
public utilities will In every such case
J'onama Canal a small task In com- be In the hands of the people, to brother, who Is employe.d at the
parison.
The Irrigation engineers whom the government is pledged to and A., left his work nnd is giving
faave excavated 1,267 miles of canal, turn over its irrigation systems, with his attention to the Injured man.
some of the canals being large enough the exception
of reservoirs, ten years
to carry whole rivers like the North after their completion.
Platte and Truckee. A total of 4 3
But the most important phase of WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
tunnels nine unci a half miles long the rural settlement movement is the
have been excavated, 214 bridges purely
feature, which Is calbuilt, 764 structures, incliifllng three culated social
have the most extensive
FOR MORIARIIY
great dams erecte: 378 miles of effect, notto only
upon agricultural secroad constructed In Inaccessible re- tions, but also upon congested cities.
gions, 1,373 miles of telephones
disproportionate growth of our
Moriarty is to have a weekly news
strung. 10.V73 square miles of topo- The
supermanufacturers,
approaching
in the very near future. S. K.
graphical surveys made, transit lines fluity, is already exciting the concern paper
Rush,
extending over 18,877 miles, level of thoughtful economists. The logi-c- Tribune,of the Anadarko, (Oklahoma),
has shipped a plant,
lines run 24,118 miles, nearly Buffl-ceand only efficient reme.dy for this he is expecting to receive dally,which
and
to go around the earth; 9 miles threatened
hypertrophy
Hes in en- will at once start the publication of a
of diamond drilling, and 1,010 build- larged development of our agricul- weekly at that pluce. Mr. Rush is an
ings erected. The service is operat- tural resources und proportional innewspaper
experienced
man, and
ing 23 miles of railway, with nine lo- crease of our agricultural
population. knows what It means to start a paper
comotives and 223 cars, it has 1,.4 To this end the rural settlement In
n new country with good prospects
horses ana mules ut work, and uses movement cannot fail to contribute
and promises as his only assets.
engines, 27 steam directly and by example.
39 stationary
These
he has in abundance in his
pumps, and has in operation 6 elecmust work new field, and
The
settlement
we wish him success In
tric light plants. Its oftlce and Held toward rural
young
of
retention
the
the
his new venture. The new paper will
forces Include 10.000 men, anjd
people on the soil, to which they advocate
county government
good
monthly expenditures of the service properly belong, and check, the unnow average a million t.ollars a desirable movement to the cities. first, lust and always.
month.
The farmer may have his home in
Right Now Towns.
the town, driving to and from his
sprung
Kight new towns have
into work every day. Hut, if he prefers
existence as the result of the work of to live upon his land, the urban centhe reclamation service, and 100 ter will be close ut hand to himself
miles of branch railroads have been and his family. Its school may be
constructed into these districts. Ten readily reached by his children, an4d
thousand people already bui,dt homes his wife may take part In its social
in this one time desert, and every life.
line of industry in the west has felt
the Impetus of Increased demand. KKITU'S MAGAZINE FOIt APKII..
Wage-earne- rs
Oreat as will be the acknowledged
The annual Faster double number
lylvantages flowing from the
of Keith's Magazine
donned a
is
of the Panama canal, it will dress of spring time has
green approlie many long years before that enpriate to the season, in w hich cot )r
terprise can show even a fraction of the new cover design Is especially
the profit that has already resulted pleasing.
from the work of reclamation in the
This Faster number makes a feafood
west.
of cement block houses ami exThe marvelous success of the gi- ture
cement
plaster.
terior
finish
in
gantic redemption Is due In no small Twelve attractive designs with flour
measure to the splendid abilities and
are shown in this modern form
Kterling administrations of the chief plans
construction, each being accomof the reclamation service, Frederick of
Pabst Ueer builds health,
by complete descriptions.
panied
ILuyes Newell.
He is a new type of
Critical consideration,
from ihe
he public servant, and Is a resultant
muscle because
standpoint. Is given tne
product of the best phases of civil architect's
plaster house by Arthur C the Pabst Eight-Da- y
Mil vice
reform.
of politics in the cement
Malting
Illustrated by photographs
discharge of his duties he is abso Clausen,
three beautiful homes with de Process retains all the food
lutely indifferent.
As
the work of
ftUow, no federal bureau is freer tails.
"Building the New Home" is a wo values of the malt.
from the desolating taint of the polidescription of ten planning and
tical parasite, and as a result the man's
building
of her charming
home,
Herviet! has the efficiency of a great
adopting
cement iin
the rough-caprivate business.
isli
Introducing
for
the
exterior,
and
To the wik of reclamation Mr.
the many practical details that can
Newell has devotifi his talents and originate
made it his life career, rejecting the keeping only with years of house
experience.
large financial rewards which his enA novelty Is presented by a Swiss aids digestion and enables
gineering abilities would bring him
your
in private life, content with the small writer, who describes his national
the chaelut.
stomach to get all the nutriment
government salary and the enduring style of architecture
"Klectrlclty in the Home," by the
monument to his memory which lie
is erecting In the west. He carries editor of Keith's, touches briefly upon out of the food you eat.
r
wie
varied domestic aniillcations ol
the details of the vast work u'la-liis charge ut the tips of his fingers. I lie useful current, and some graphic
Don't stop at the first place where
A newspaper correspondent recently Illustrations are presented.
is sold go where you see the
beer
departments
The
of decoration ar.J
had occasion to &k him about the furnishing
und the answers to ques- sign of Pabst Deer the sign of the
progress of the work on a minor project In Montana.
Without a mo tions on these subjects are especially
ment's hesitation, without referring full of valuable material this mouth, beer that is both food and drink
to a flngle report, or railing for and most opportune for the spring
lerks or paper, Mr. Newell stated
I lie
Tlio garden department contains u
number of cubic yards of excavation, the number of men employed, very complete urllcle on the making
the details of the engineering prob- and usu of hotbeds In Matting the
lems encountered, Willi us much cir- )oung plants In botli the Moral and
cumstance as if lie had been the Vegetable lines.
Altogether, tins Faster number is
ojeel engineer instead uf the
ulii
liief engineer of the service.
It is one of the best ever presented hi
this mastery uf infinite del.iil that Keith's.
iurprised the members of the con
Published by Max I. Keith, MinneMessionul committees at a leceut apolis, Minn.
At all newsdealer
bearing o:i the appropriation for
Telephone for a ctis. of
work.
I'ubst Beer for home use.
A iKHig. I'lu.k) light.
Tetter, Suit Klieuni and IYzcmu.
Mr. Newell was bom In lij.illM.l
These are diseases fjr wlii.h
l'a March 5, lb-'- . He was gradu- t 'hatnberluiii'
falve li especially Made by Pabst, at Milwaukee,
ated in the engineering coui.we ,t ..e valuable. It qul kly allay the ItchTech-i.oli.ing
Massachusetts
Iustiute
of
and smarting and nn ,.ff.x-- i a
It, !m',, and later took a post cure.
Price, !fi cents. For sate by I I lis A Silver Ave, Aitui pe't pie
fctaduule I'uUikf. immediately uf'.er alt JruggUt.
Photic no.
I
l.

TO ENGINEER

EVENING

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Coraer Third and Marquetto

000w

Pabst Beer

"OLD RELIABLE."
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largtst and Most Exclusive Stock of Stanle Crooerle
In the Southwest.

in

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

r.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement

First and Marqoette

aid

Rex Flintkote Roofing

'

Albuquerque, New Mexico

f

llml

c

line

jusj re wived a

CITIZEN.

MEXICAN AMBASSADRESS HAS

NOThINQ TOO GOOD FOR BABY

fl

EVENIKQ

ALBUQUERQUE

MUX BAY, MARC!! 23. 1007.

Ready for your Spring Suit?

UNTOLD MILLIONS BUT IS SIMPLE

win-t't-

o

The Spring Rush for New Clothes Will Soon Set in
and Everybody Will Want Everything Right Away.
MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW. There's no
Clothing Better Than

9

line o( tlic celebrated
for the
small banle, and the Fulton
for tlio larger one. Corlio
early an1 gel first selection.

j

Go-Car- ls

Go-t'n- ru

!

The Washington

'

15 to

From
W, Y.

Wmm t

CO..

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

'

ANOTHER

CAR
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'

Roads and Shippers Can Cooperate to Distribute Traffic More Evenly.

j

to niiikp plan f'ir
lirevetinK n ri ititlon of a congestion vf tratilc next fall iiml winter,

tinif

says the Railwny Arc. Plans should
be considered by both the railways
nnd the ehippprs and consignees.
The raHwws already are trying to
increase the cfHclency of their eciuip- ment liy reductions of the free storage time, by modifications of the
privilege, by the establishment of a cur clearing house and
by the adoption of such other measures as ure considered adapted to
promote the desired end.
But the railways can accomplish
comparatively little without the active aid of shippers. The main causa
of
"car shortages" in til
past lias been that shippers have tried
to send the great bulk of all products
to market within a few months. Unof railless, through the
ways and shippers, the movement of
freight can be more evenly distributed
throughout the year, complaints of
"ahortages of cars" will be chronic
every fall and winter ns long as the
rapid growth of tralllc continues.
The railways cannot provide sufficient
at
facilities to move all products
nee.

Heretofore shippers have shown
little disposition to assist in relieving
the situation. They have precipitated
their business upon the carriers In an
avalanche; and then, when the supply of cars has proved Inadequate to
haul within a few months almost all
the commodities which the country
could produce in a year and also to
store all the goods for which consignees had failed to provide proper
warehouse facilities, there has been
a cry for demurrage and other pufii-tlv- e
legislation which would render
the railways still more incapable of
meetrng the unreasonable demands
made upon them.

NO

FOR THE

RAILROADS
2 J.
WuMUinglon, D. '., March
How much have the railroads saved
in revenue by abolishing deadheads?
Nobody knows exactly, not even

the railroads.
All 'the same. It is certain that the
passenger revenues have been won
by doing away
derfully stimulated
with posses, on the southwestern
lines, for Instance, it was admitted
by Mr. Stubbs that 30,000 passengers
formerly rode free every year as
"land agents."
An official of the Pennsylvania
road admits that 00,000 trip passes
were formerly issued at Philadelphia
every year, covering merely the east
The
ern division of thut system.
deadheads on other lines have in
eluded thousands of politicians, most
of whom travel as much as formerly.
but are now caving fare.
The last official figures secured by
the interstate commerce commission
show the passenger revenues of all
the road In the I'nited States as
S472.694.733.
One of the most Important scalpers

of the country once told the inter
state commerce commission that the
deadhead and half fare business of
the railroads, if done on a paying

basis, would add 25 per cent to the
passenger revenues.
This is probably an excessive estimate. On the
hand,
Charles Francis Adams,
other
when president of the Union Pacific
road, said that he could add 10 per
cent to the passenger revenues if he
could do away with passes.
Taking the latter estimate as a
basis for calculation, the abolishing
of deadheads should add $4,726. 947
to the passenger 'evenues of American roads. If the scalper's estimate
was nearer the truth, the revenues
may easily have been increased by
IS. 000,000 to 110.000,000.
Hy far the greater Increase in rail
road revenues, however, during the
current year will be from freights.
which are no longer artecteil by re
bates. This gain is somewhat be
tween $25,000,000 and $50,000,000.
KOAPMASTER MEAD
HAS NARROW escape
Tuesday evening at 5:30 Mr. K. F
Mead, roadmaster of the .Southern
Pacific railway, with headquarters at
thin point, was struck by a freight
train in the yards Just as he leaped
from another freight, upon which he
had been riding, hays the Demlng
Graphic.
He tailed to see the train
approaching and was struck by the
engine.
hich knocked hlni to the
ground. Besides injury t his houl
der, Mr. Mead's leg and the side o:
ills face were badly lacerated from
coming in contact with the sharp
gravel on the ground where he fell
Mr. Mead was quickly carried t
liis imnie, which is near the scene o
the accident, and medic.u aid uni
His meape from luing
moned
thrown under the wheels and uround
to pieces was indeed a narrow one
As it is, his injuries, while very pain
probably confine liim t In
ful,
home but a short time.
!'
Mr. Mead has lived in I
a number of jears and
has many
Palais who regret his iiiisfni uin'
i
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Ash Fork. Ariz. March 2.1. Kri
.lay nftvrnoiei at 5 o'clock D Truugh
tan, formerly a llreinuii for he Santa
I

SANTA KK AN1

President Winehell, of the ltock Is
land, says, concerning the two-cerate law:
"We will fight the Nelaw In the courts. If
braska two-cewe lose it will necessitate the concel-in- g
of several trains."
nt

nt

o

Chamberlain's

Colic.

Iiarrhoo

Cholera

Itemed.

mad

ff

This remedy has been In use
over thirty year and has proved Itself to be the most successful rem
edy yet discovered for bowel com
plaints, it never falls. Sold by all
druggists.

ELL

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
morosALs run biuck dormitory. Department of the Inter-

m:oiia

a.

i:i.a

wick or tiik m:
SMHMt TO WASHINGTON.

iti:i:i..

1). ('., March
Washlngton,
2.1.
f the richest women In the
world is Senora Angela Creel, wife
of the new Mexican n mhassador to
Washington. Yet her receptions are
marked by elegance and good taste,
rather than a desire to parade. She
Is one of the
least nrctcntlnus of
the grande dames In th foreign
corps.
ordinarily she is gowned In simple texture, anil her manner is very
retiring.
Put on occasion she can
put on the most costly garments and
ever
seen nt the capital.
Jewels
Senorita Creel is the daughter of
Genera! Miguel Francesco de Terra
Jaf. governor of Chihuahua.
He is
a Relfmade man. having worked up
from a laborer earning twenty cents
--

a

.MI'.XUAN

MKS- -

day.

Is offered for the capture of An
tlmo Pettlnc, the murderer of Benedetto Berardlnelll. Crime was com- -j
mltted In Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

AI.MANAO

Ko-saii-

The luxury of the Vanderbilt, P.ocke- icuer or (ioui'i estates is meager
compared with it. on the Creel estate are two good sized towns, almost
three counties ami vast mining and
Industrial
plants.
The
retainers
army.
would make a good-size- d
Senora Creel, who shares this vast
wealth. Is a linguist, musician nnd
artist. She Is aiding in the literary
and artistic developments of her
country.

POINTS 11)11 TIIK DKI KN'SK.
Kvelyn's story of betrayal by White.
Hasls for "unwritten law' defense.
Two experts swear Kvelyn's story drove Thaw Insane.
Kxperts swear Thaw killed White during "brain storm."
Thaw's "crazy" will nnd codicil admitted.
Thaw's statement to experts that White's killing was net of providence.
Testimony of several witnesses that Thaw appeared Irrational after
klllln g,
Kvldence that White threatened to kill Thaw Dec. 4, 1903.
Witnesses testify that Thaw was "always wild" when he saw White.
Mrs. Wm. Thaw's story of change In Thaw ufter Kvelvn's refusal
to marry him.
Impeachment of Hummel as unworthy of belief.
POINTS foil TIIK PHOSKCLTION.
Proof of killing by Thaw.
Six experts
swear that Thaw was sane when he killed White and
knew act was wrong.
Statement of James C. Smith that Thaw talked rationally just before
shooting and appeared to be looking for White.
Hummel's testimony of Kvelyn's affidavit charging Thaw with cruelly and denying White "ever touched her."
Presenting Professor Wltthaus. who was ready to swear that I o drug
acts as Kvelyn says she was drugged.
Presenting Dr. Carolton Flint, who was ready to testify that Kvelyn
and Jack Parry morn called on him In 1901 or 1H02 for medical
Seven witnesses who swore that Thaw appeared rational
ufter the
killing.
secures
Jerome
admission of Hummel affidavit as evidence In which
Evelyn makes serious charges against Thaw nnd exonerates White.
nd-vic- e.

March
March
March

21.
24.
25.

March
March

2 9

.NOTICE OF

Consolidated Liquor Company
Bucceaora to

EVENTS.
Spring begins.
Palm Sunday.
Lady Dny;

ruary

4.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
la Htck fa outfit tat
kptmotttrtrylMlag
fsstldltai bar omplf

Have bean appointed excluelva agenta In the Sauthwaat far Jaa.
chlitz, Wm. Lamp and
Leula A. B. C. Brawariea; Vallowatena,
Green River, W. H. McBrayar'a Cadar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other atandard branda of whlaklea too numaroua to mention.
We ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
ua from tba beat laarloa,
Bat aell tbe atralrbt article aa received
DiaClierlea and Breweries In U United 8tat a. Call aid taapeet oar
Stock and Prleea, or write for Jlluatrated Catalogue aad Prlaa klat.
iaaued to daalara only.

tt

tj

Easter Sunday.
Memorial Day of

O. A. Tt.

Deafnn Cannot

Be Cured
by local applications,
as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cu-- 8 deafness,
and that Is by constitutional remedies.
Ueafnrss Is caused by an Inflamed condin
tion of the mucous lining of the
Tube. When this tube Is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when It la entirely
closed. Deafness Is the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
Cntarrh. which la nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give one
Dollars for
ny case of Deafness Hundred
(caused by catarrh)
thst cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars free,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold hv nil Druggists. 7Bo.
Take Hull s Family Pills for
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WE CAN PLEASE
QUALITY AND PIHOE. PIT.

i:sstms

l

l'ltMTUItE CO.,
j. . em monk.

to

Subscribe for

o

'11m

SPC- -

Evening Citizen

Dr. line's
Nov Discovory
WITH

Fries
60c $1.00

0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSaM

Free Trial.

OLDS

Burest and Quickest Cur for all
and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

THROAT

MOTT'S

PILLS

PENNYROYAL

iartty tilt uniUvUma.il
and ban tab - iiatna ol
lt.o.M They ai.
I,lt anting fo
to frlrl it womanhood, ftawerf
vtlopmvnt of or rant and body. !
known rrmwy for wnnim maai
tlirtn. ;annit do harm Ufa fc
t awr
ft'nifi a Matir.
hf mnll. Hold
4rnfrfct4.

JoU...Ueiw
ANN at BOH.

VALE BY

INSURANCE), REAL BSTATB
LOANS.
Automatlo Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

IMBUI9MMOK.

We have taken the management
of the Standard Plumbing St Heating
company and ask our friends and
the public to give us their patronage
and insure them the work will be
done right and the charges will be
fair.
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN,
RALPH DUNBAR.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Rallre
avenue.

W. E. MAUGEV?

WOOL

with Raube and Mauser
Office, US North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
...The...

"SHORT

POKE P.DYING:

KIL L the COUCH
CURE thi LUNC8

and

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

Mavor.

Pains Relieved.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm relieves
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
ana rest possible, which is alone
worth many times Its cost. B. F.
Crocker, Esq., now 84 years of age,
and for twenty years justice of the
peace at Martinsburg. Iowa, says
"I am terribly afflicted with sciatic
rheumatism
in my left arm and
right hip. I have used three bot
ties of Chamberlain a Pain lialm and
it did me lots of good." For sale
by all druggists.

GRANDE.

FIRE

FRANK McK EE.

Attest:
HARRY F. LEE,
City Clerk.
(SEAL.)

C.

tfOTT CHEK1CAL

I

in witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,

I

rOR

liy Authority of the) City Council of
t
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that an elec- tlon will be held in the city of Albu
querque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
April 16, 1907, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. in.,
of said day, at the following voting
places:
First Ward (ily hall.
Chas,
of
Second Ward Olllce
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward ONlce of Justice of
Peace, (Jeorge Craig, South Third
street.
Fourth Ward At No. 118 North
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect nnd build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

and

C. A.

Good Friday.

SrEClAti ELECTION.

HlMMiniMic

MELINI A EAKIN, and ACHECHI 4 0I0MI.
WMOLCmALK DALMm IN

31

Mny 30

cessary materials ana labor required
to construct and complete a brick
dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
and electric lighting at the Santa
Fe school. New Mexico, in strict accordance with plnns, specifications
and Instructions to bidders which
may be examined at this office, the
oftices of the "Improvement
Bulletin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American
Contractor,' 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen,"
Albuquerque, N. M.; "New Mexican,"
Santa Fe, N. M : "Evening Herald,"
Durango. Colo.; Builders' and Traders' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., St.
Wis.,
Paul,
Minneapolis,
Minn.;
Ass.i.,
Northwestern
Manufacturers'
St. Paul, Wis.; U. S. Indian Warehouses, at Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha
and New York, and at the school.
For further information apply to C.
J. Crandall, Supt.. Santa Fe, N. M.
C. F. LARRABEE, Acting Commis
sioner.

New Mexico.

crcttry
Chu. Mellnl,
O. Bchecol, Treinrwr.

D. Eakla, President
O. Qloml, Vlc President.

J.

Wi

S200 REWARD.

EVENTS

son-in-la-

Been Waged in Thaw Trial

'

COMING

ior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, Feb.
t. 1907.
Sealed
proposals, plainly marked on the outside of the scaled envelope, "Pro-

He now owns almost the posals for Dormitory nt Snnta
Fe
whole of Chihuahua.
"What he School, New Mexico," and addressed
doesn't own his
Scnor to the Commissioner of Indian AfCreel, does," the Mexicans say.
fairs, Washington, D. C. will be reSenor Creel maintains at San
In the southern
part of chi- ceived at the Indian Office until two
huahua, one of the most magnificent o'clock p. m. of March 21. 1907. for
on
establishments
this continent. furnishing and delivering the ne-

How Battle of Lawyers Has
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New Style Spring Derby's. Dunlap & Hawes Arrived
A complete line of Boys' Clothing. Also Men's Furnishings in stock

MKS

KATV

;)IN(i TO TIIK KKISCO.
Sprinffield, Mo., March 25. Uen-rTyler, of tho
Superintendent
Frisco, has announced that T. 1!.
who has been division superintendent on the Santa Fe, with headquarters at Temple, Texas, for the
past five years, will be here on April
of
to assume the superintendent
one of the three new divisions re
W.
cently created by the Frisco.
J.
Walton, of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, with headquarters at Parsons,
Kan., has been appointed to one of
the other divisions.
The third man
has not yet been chosen.
MNA;KJIS AIMtHNTKO foil
TIIK SOl'THKHN HA1IAVAV.
Vice President and (Jeneral Alan-- I
ager Ackert, of the Southern rail
way, announces
that, effective at
once, J. . Scale Is appointed man
ager of the northern and eastern dis- tricts, with headquarters at Washing- ton, L). C. M. M. ltlchey is apiHjiiu-e- d
manager of the middle and west
ern districts, with headquarters at At
lanta, Ga. The ufllce of manager of
transportation is abolished.
(Jeneral Storekeeper 1. J. Custer, of
the Santa Fe coast lines, has returned from Pakerslield
and Harstow,
where he has been looking after the
Installing of new division storekeep
ers at both points, says the San Iier- At iiakerstleld, Jos.
nardlno Sun.
Weston Is now In charge of the store
house, having formerly been storekeeper at Uarstow.
James Clark,
formerly foreman of the storeroom at
as
Needles, has been appointed
storekeeper at Harstow. and is al
ready in charge there.

Also Handle

Kohn Bros. Union Made Clothing

Ses

:

Fe, assaulted Charles Hurke, local
foreman of engines and car Inspector,
at this place, and Inflicted serious but
not fatal injuries.
Burke and Troughton had a few
hot words on Thursday after Trough-- !
ton had been discharged for having
gone back to sleep after being called
Rurko is
to go out on his engine.
one of the most respected citizens
and Is well liked by every one.
Troughton Is not so well known, and
at the time of the assault was intoxicated, and evidently looking for
trouble.
At a preliminary hearing liuike
claimed Troughton struck him with a
piece of brass and then kicked him
in the face after he was down, liurke
also fell so he struck his head on a
steel rail and lay senseless for some
few .minutes before he was found. It
was thought at the time that he was
dead.
Troughton boarded an rastliound
freight, fleeing after he hal commit- -'
ted what he thought to be murder.
but he is now in the custody of the
Chalrles
Santa Fe special officer,
Mainz, at this place, and will be tried
on a charge of assault.
Dr. Adams
was summoned from Seliiuan to attend Burke.
CANADIAN LINKS OI5JH :ill :i TO
KEUl'CK l'ASSK.MIKH JtATKS,
Montreal, Quebec, March 25.
anadian roads have been made, the
Ictims of official rate reductions. In
this country the railway commission,
lulvalent to the Interstate commerce
commission, has arbitrary power in
he matter of fixing rates, so that ac
tiou by provincial legislatures is not
lecessury.
ihis commission has is- ued an order requiring the Canadian
Pacific and the (irand Trunk roads
to reduce passenger rates to thre
ents a mile.
The reduction will go
Into effect in sixty days, and will uf- ect all lines east of and including
Kdmonton.
The Canadian Northern lnus been
advised by the commission tiiat it
also will be obliged to comply with
the order, unless It can furnish the
ommission with good reasons why
it should be exempt.
it is expected
hat other roads will be dealt with
n a similar manner.

PASSES MAKES

MILLIONS

I

D. Emmons

7

WAY TO

New is lhi

UJ.

mud Vlmdnc t

j

A

Sy tees soi

$30

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
the
DENYER

& RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; alio to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information

aa

to

rates,

train service, descriptive literature
address.
S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Afent
Denver, Colo.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llquora- and Cigars. Place your order fot
this line with ua.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
All Kind

of Fresh and Salt

Me

Steam Ba usage Factory.
KMIL KXJKNWORT
Masonic Building', North Third Street

7.

A. SLEYGTER

INSURANCE,
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

REAL ESTATE-NOTPUBLIC.

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No. 1M.

14

Give ui jour ROUGH DAY wvrm.
Monday, and set It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, JiiliO
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
RAND
D
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST-IN- 1
$16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY: THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

COME

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

T

1
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The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN

BECKER,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TO BELEN. H. liil.

Pres

Im-

WM. M. BERBER, Sec'y

A

Railway Center

All. FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
UtEK.HT TRAINS OP THE SANTA FE WILL CO

OVER THE .MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) W EST. NORTH AXI SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE C1TT, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
11V CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

0

0
0

0
0

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH
MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
WITH x PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

APPLY

S

0

0

FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST I.vjTS.
AT

ONCE
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Many good laughs with II. ins Hanson tonight.
Joseph Williams, of Ml Paso, is in
town tn,'l;iy.
C. O. Morrison, of I.us Vegas, was

here yesterday.
M. j. English, of Dolores, was lu re
over Sunilay.
was in
J. I,. Nonuau, Jr.. of
town yesterday.
Thomas IM Lulln, of ferritins, was
a visitor here yesterday.
1.. C. Clark, of Rernalillo. was
n
visitor 1n the city Sunday.
I!. J. Hlrsch. Is n luisitiess visitor
from San Francisco today.
Mr. and Mrs. It. I.. Roberts.
of
Kettner. spent Sunday In the city.
II. I.. Ktistman, of Tucson, Aria
is spending a few days In this city.
I!.
Mcs.irs. K. If. Rogers and O.
Mocker, of Ml l'aso, are In tli city
today.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mates, of
Fort I'.lis-s- . Texas, are visitors in th!
city today.
Mr. and Mm. W. H. S.iNbury. of
Venas, were visitors in this city
yesterday.
Mrs. w. M. Ifartinnn, of Las Vegas,
was the guest of friends In this city
yesterday.
Superintendent John Stein, of the
Harvey system, emne down from Las
Vegas yesterday.
There will be a rcitulur meeting of
the Woodman Circle tomorrow afternoon at Odd Fellows hall.
Attorney A. A. Sedlllo, of the law
firm of Chaves & Sedlllo, has returned from a business trip to K.stnncla.
W. It. Mrown, freight and passenger agent for the Santa Fe at Kl
l'aso. is registered at the Alvarado.
Harry W. Kelley, Las Vegas malinger for Cross, Kelley & Co., was
down from the Mea,dow City yester1 1.
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Headquarters
Coffee
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2nd.
for
Our LeadersThe Celebrated RichelieuCoffees
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Package,

I

b.

Una, 85c.

1

I

lb

.tins,

25c and 35c per lb.
lb. tins, 45c.

$1 00.

Capitol Coffee
I lb. bucket,
11.00.

with

--

premium,

Golden Gate coftee- - lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like it In the city. Try
1-

2-

Something

unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c

GEO. W. HJCKOX

T. T. MAVXARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D
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NEW
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LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTn SECOND

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

ST.

GO.

day.

Anna Nelson, of Denver, and Albln
Clark, of Winslnw, Ariz., took out a
marriage license in tile county clerk's
otllce this morning.
Regular meeting of Tripple Link
Rebecca Lodge, No. 10. tomorrow
(Tuesday) evening 7:30 ut I. O. O. F.
hall, all Rebekuhs are reiueste,d to
attend.
wniiani v. itrogan, ot the news
department of the Santa Fe New
Mexican, spent Sunday In the city,
returned to the Ancient City this
morning.
George K. Pradt, Jr., has been appointed forest guard in the ML Taylor district, under Forest Supervisor
Hugh H. Harris, with headquarters
at tsun .Mateo.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Woman's Relief corps tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30, at Red Men's hall.
Ily order of the president.
Sadie
liowdich, secretary.
Hon. Frank W. Reach, of
one of the most uctive republican members of the lower house
ot the late legislature, spent Sunday
in the city and left for home lust
night.
Jas. T. MeAlpiu as Hans Hanson.
The sweet yodeler an.d whistler.
Don't forget the date. Hans Hanson,
opera house tonight. Good specialties
and lots of them with Hans Hanson.
C. E. Newcomer, former deputy
sherllt of this county, who now holds
the position of secretary at the territorial penitentiary
at Santa Fe.
spent yesterday
with Albuquerque
friends.
All erstwhile residents of Indiana
Interested in the formation of an Indiana society In Albuquerque, are invited to meet tomorrow evening at
the residence of A. I). Campbell, No.
316 West Coal avenue.
At the First Methodist church.
Passion week services will be held
each evening this week. Each even
ing the address will be Illustrated
with strereoptlcon
views.
.These
services begin at 8 o'clock and conone
tinue
liour.
The public is cordially Invited.
Three Mexicans, all charged with
having been drunk and disorderly
Sunday, were arraigned before Judge
Craig this morning and given their
tines. Two of the men. who had engaged in a fist fight, were given a fine
ot Slf each, and the third, a plain
drunk, was ttne.d $5.
Tlie Alpha Athletic association of
the Albuquerque Huslness college
will give its Initial ball in the dunce
hall of the library building Tuesday
evening, April 2.
The Ellis orchestra has been engaged to furnish
the music and Mr. Kills has promised
to render a trombone solo as a special feature.
Gardner I.ithrop, general counsel
for the Santa Fe. who has been In
the city since Friday enjoying Albu- querque's Italian climate, expects to
Oro-grand- e,
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Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of
Refrig-

erators

Savin
Ice Pads
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lills

White
Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

EVER
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Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamonds, Watcse. Jtwslry. Cs'. CKut, Clocks.
your trade an 4 guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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COLLECTOR.
A FIRST CLASS, EXPERIENCED
COI.LIX'TOR WANTS SITUATION
AISLE 'It) FURNISH ISIvSl' OF
AS TO AISILITV AND
'CHARACTER. ADDRESS "COL1JX.".
TOR," CARE CITIZEN OFFICE.
ItEF-EIU.NC-

Ethel Ethclha.
Ethel, the
daughter
Kay Ethelba, died ut her home
Sunday morning, ut o'clock, and tii.i
remains were, interred at 3 o'clock
yesterday afternoon. In Santa Har-bar- a
cemetery.
Mr. Ethelba's grief
is made all the harder to bear from
the fact that his wife died but four
weeks ago.
of

1

o)

9

mouths has conducted an
in the Arniljo building, died
Saturday night.
The remains ate
now- ut the Strong undertaking parlors, awaiting the arrival
of his
mother from the east. It is probable
m
that the remains will be returned
his late home In the east.
S3
Mrs. Harriet Clyde.
The remains of Mrs. Harriet Clyde,
w ho died at her rooms on
West Lead
avenue Saturday afternoon, are now hU
at the Strong undertaking
parlors
and will be shipped to McCook, Neb., Gi
tonight.
The husband of the deceased. I R. Clyde, arrived
this
morning and will accompany the remains home.
Mrs. Clyde was about
thirty years old and had been in thl-city for almost two years.
Vincent (iniy.
Funeral services over the remains
of the late Vincent Cray were conducted by the local Masonic order
yesterday
afternoon
Strong's
in
chapel.
Rev. Ryass, of the A. M. E.
church, delivered the sermon.
Curuilllto Moiitoya.
Carinllito Montova. aired 3f. vents
died at his home in Los Criea-osSun
day. The funeral was held Mils af
ternoon at Santa Durham cemetery.
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E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Our birthday by giving away free
of charge during the last week of this
month a fine fancy vest, worth from
SiOrt to $.1.r.0, with every man's suit
purchased nt our store. Our Spring
stock of stilu Is practically complete.
We have a fine line of the famous Hart
Schaffncr & Mart Suit, which are In
our opinion the best clothes on earth
for the money. lYIccs $ 1 1.00 to $20.00.
We ulso show n new line of Hoy's and
Youths' Suits, at very reasonable

NcvU Nclxlcra.
Nevis Sebdera. aged 42 years, and
a prominent farmer of near Laguna,

mea mis morning. Arrangements for
the funeral have not been announced.
We earrv the fo!lnwino ttrana
shoe polishes: Shlnola. French Gloss,
Sorosls, Gilt Edge, Champion. Elite.
A i . w . . t i 1. .,
Nnhhv Ttrnvvn Til linen
Will llOt OIllv Imnrnvp t he Innlra
nf
your shoes but will also increase the
wear of the leather. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
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Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and
.Not Made by the Trust

i.

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

Yours Trtilv.
H. SHARP CONTRACTING

o

S

o

Harvesting Machinery

Co., to Texleo, N. M.

specialties, pretty girls, catchy soncs
and fancy dances.

S

Winona Wagons

Wholesale Distributors

n t'lieii

The olio at the Juvenile Minstrels
will consist of a number of clever

I

RfUeirclhiamits

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
HARNESS- -

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

o

r.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

AGENTS rOR
tori niftfAfirl F1ra .Tnnlc on1
folohM
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Deere
John
Plows and Implements

AI4, CONCERNED.
After March 20. 1s07 our i.',..ij
N. M.. otllce will be closed.
send all mail to Sunnvslde. N. M..
teleirrams. via Western I'tihm T..I
CO.
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SADDLERY

TO ANY ADDRESS IN THE CITY
IMIOI K i;.UI,Y.
FRENCH ISAfc- ERY, aicj EAST RAILROAD AVE.
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To Clilckcn renders.
Mausard's Mills are selling good
wheat at SI. 40 per 100 lbs.
Our ROCt.ll DRY work aon'shav
to be washed over. Imperial Laun- -

rirmt

Albuquerque, NaiMexlco

1ry Co.

The Juvenile Minstrels ut Ihu
house Monday, April 1st, under the
direction of Miss Bella Sinclair,
promises to be the star attraction nf
the season.
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Home Insurancethe Best

Have you any musical in
ttrument that needs repairs?

Tuning and Ret'niishlng

JOll

V.

OOI.D

U.ISlQlERijlE,

P

Ask to See Them.

We Will Celebrate

STOYES, RANGES, ENAMELED

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cltlea, the conviction cornea home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar ot It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and mora Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot thla same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
it owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

expert ropiirman, formerly of the
111
STRORKR FACTORY, Chicago,

I

If

Nardwar

I

ollice

H. K Spencer

ever displayed in this city have just arrived and are
on sale. They include Nobby Tarns. Yacht and

lioa been most gratifying.
the business, a.s well
ns the reputation wc luivo established
and take this occasion to thank our
friends and uilrons for their generous
puLronugc during all these years. We
will endeavor In the future to merit
the confidence of the teople by always gllng every one a square del,
Just as wc have done In the pnst.
micocsm

We lire proud of

Between Railroad and Ccpptr Ave., Tel. 74

largest musi.: dealers in the south
west who have engaged the services of

Caps

Our

115-11- 7

Dr. A. II. Keel.
Dr. A. H. Keel, who for the la3t

severul

jCi

IM7.

Just fifteen years ago this week, we
Kncl our present store In this city.

CO.
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COAL

H. HAHN

MI!CH

Our 15th Birthday

I

Learnard & Lfndemann

line of boys' and children's

3Uc to 31 .bll

leave this evening for his headquarters ut Kaunas CHv. W. M. Smith,
POOL R00MAUCT10N
who has come to New Mexico for his
health, will probablv locate at Helen,
ISV
temporarily at least.
ORDER OF THE DISTRICT
COURT.
Rev. David Dwyer. pastor of the
Wednesday, March 27th, at 1:30
St.
church' lihmvood Springs
p.
m.,
o'clock
in the Darnett buildColo.. Is in the cltv on a Visit to Mis.
)
Archer, of 7 7 I'. iM Railroad ave- ing. 1 will sell at public auction the
complete f iirnlshliiBS of an
nue.
of
The lii st cm- (,r u in low glass ver pool and billiard room, consistingpool
billiard and
"hipped to Albiiqiu iqiie Is being un- one combination straight
pool
table
and
three
loaded today by the Superior Planing Inlaid cues, racks, balls, twenty-fou-tables.
r
Mill company.' It Is quite
evident metal chairs, etc.
Original cost was
that the Superior Planing Mill people about
SI. 500.
It will positively go to
believe that a bui'dmir boom awaits the highest
bidder for cash.
the city.
SCOTT KNIGHT, Receiver.
Hon. H. O. Itiirs'im. chairman of
"
the republican
committee,
centra
KAIITR CORN IOH CHICKEN
spent yesterday In the territorial me- FEED.
COSTS NO MORE THAN
tropolis and left last night for his WHEAT AND IS FAR ISETTER.
home at Socorro, of which place he
E. W. FEE,
Is mayor.
Mr. Ilursum was In Santa
001 S. FIRST ST.
Ke every day the late legislature was
PHONE 10.
In session and whs on
a constant
lookout for the best Interests of the
If you want a good laugh and are
party.
looking for an evening of fun and
The wedding of Chat-leC. Citron, pleasure, go to the Juvenile Minstrels
he popular young bachelor lawyer of at the opera house Mondav night,
Santa Fe. and Miss lielle Chrlstensen April 1st.
o
Is announced to take place on April
Miss Philhrick'fl KhiOrrgartcii
I", next, at the home of the hrlde'a
parents In Los Angelen, Cal. Mlsg Is now located In the Woman's club
614 West Gold avenue. New
chrlstensen is well known in Santa building,
pupils will be received at any time
Fe and will undoubtedly
receive a during
the
remainder of this month.
hearty welcome in the social circles
of the capital.
Attorney H .It. Holt, the republl
can representative from Dona Ana
county, who led the republican ma Genuine American
block, per
Joilty of t lie house through the re
ton
$A.6
cent legislature with great credit to Cerrlllos
tfl.SO
himself and party, spent Sunday In Anthracite Lump
Nut
$8.60
the city and left last night for his
home nt Las Crnces.
....$9.00
Mr. Holt has Anthracite mixed
one of the largest law practices in Anthracite, stove .anil .furnace
southern New Mexico. His friends In
sizes
$9.50
i Ana county believe that It is Clean Gas Coke
$8.00
to his credit that the Elephant liutte
WOOD.
ht iJlielieveutynunanocoAat dcR R R Green Mill Wood, per
load ... .$2.25
lam irrigation project was secured
through congress. Mr. Holt Is presiW.
&
dent of the Elephant Rutte Dam Waters I'sers' association.
Do tli riiones.
Master social tomorrow. 2:30 to !i.
At Mrs. M. K. Crawford's. .'Ill South
Arno street for 2."c. Appropriate sou- enlr for each guest.
10 lbs. Nice Extracted Honey
for
SLOO.
Order by Postal.
W. I. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.

Bring it or ship it to

Boys' Caps
(jolt styles

MONDAV.

S4

Pariigoft Trousers are the Best Made."

The most complete

CITIZEN

EVENING

R.R

a

specialty.

AVE.

NEW WMEXICO

TICKETS
AND

60U6HT.

SOLO

EXCHAN6ED

Assoelstloa Oflet
Trtatmetlons

Cusrtalno

ROSENFIclD'S,

1

18 W. R. R.

Address Home Office,

An.

Occidental Life Insurance Company

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL

Emission 50c

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

A7.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free
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